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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

TURN urges the Commission to take this opportunity to make a course correction with respect 2 

to Net Energy Metering (NEM) policy by adopting a revised successor tariff that fairly balances 3 

the interests of participants and non-participants. The tariff proposal described in both TURN’s 4 

March 15th filing and in this direct testimony is designed to achieve this balance while providing 5 

the Commission with tools that can be used to boost participation rates amongst low-income 6 

customers and other underserved customer segments. 7 

 8 

The November 19, 2020, Joint Assigned Commissioner Scoping Memo and Administrative Law 9 

Judge Ruling Directing Comment on Proposed Guiding Principles (Scoping Memo) identifies the 10 

following issues to be addressed in testimony:1 11 

 12 

• What information from the Net Energy Metering 2.0 Lookback Study should inform 13 

the successor and how should the Commission apply those findings in its 14 

consideration?2 15 

 16 

• What method should the Commission use to analyze the program elements identified 17 

in Issue 4 and the resulting proposals, while ensuring the proposals comply with the 18 

guiding principles?3 19 

 20 

• What program elements or specific features should the Commission include in a 21 

successor to the current net energy metering tariff?4  22 

 23 

 
1 Joint Assigned Commissioner Scoping Memo and Administrative Law Judge Ruling Directing Comment 
on Proposed Guiding Principles, November 19, 2020, pages 2-3. 
2 This issue is addressed in Sections III, IV(D), and V(A). 
3 TURN addresses these issues in Sections IV and VI. 
4 TURN addresses this issue in Section V(A). 
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• Which of the analyzed proposals should the Commission adopt as a successor to the 1 

current net energy metering tariff and why?5 What should the timeline be for 2 

implementation?6 3 

 4 

• Other issues that may arise related to current net energy metering tariffs and 5 

subtariffs, which include but are not limited to the virtual net energy metering tariffs, 6 

net energy metering aggregation tariff, and the Renewable Energy Self-Generation Bill 7 

Credit Transfer program.7 8 

 9 

This testimony addresses these issues and provides analysis in support of TURN’s successor 10 

tariff proposal. TURN does not address the tariff proposals sponsored by other parties. In order 11 

to ensure that TURN’s assessment reflects the most up-to-date proposals by other parties, 12 

some of which may have evolved since the March 15th filings, TURN intends to respond to (and 13 

provide modeled results for) other party proposals in rebuttal testimony.  14 

II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 15 

TURN’s testimony outlines a comprehensive successor tariff proposal, demonstrates how 16 

TURN’s proposal aligns with guiding principles and regulatory requirements, describes methods 17 

for analyzing both TURN’s proposal and alternatives, and provides modeled results that show 18 

the expected cost effectiveness results. The key findings and recommendations contained in 19 

this testimony are summarized below.  20 

 
5 TURN addresses the merits of its successor tariff proposal in Sections IV(D), V and VI. TURN will address 
other tariff proposals in rebuttal testimony. 
6 TURN addresses this issue in Section V(B). 
7 In rebuttal testimony, TURN intends to address proposals made by other parties that relate to these 
questions. 
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Relevance of the NEM 2.0 Lookback Study 1 

 2 

• The results of the NEM 2.0 Lookback Study demonstrate the massive cost shift 3 

associated with both the NEM 1.0 and 2.0 tariffs, the failure of NEM customers to 4 

adequately contribute to their cost of service, and the oversubsidization of participants. 5 

These results highlight the importance of major reforms to balance the interests of 6 

participants and non-participants. 7 

 8 

• The low levels of NEM participation by CARE customers, when compared to non-CARE 9 

customers, demonstrates the need for new tariff structures that protect lower-income 10 

ratepayers from cost shifting and will result in enhanced participation by CARE 11 

customers. 12 

 13 

Methods of Analyzing Successor Tariffs 14 

 15 

• Application of the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test shows that NEM tariffs are not cost-16 

effective for stand-alone solar deployments. Because the TRC test is unaffected by the 17 

choice of successor tariffs, it cannot be relied upon to evaluate competing proposals in 18 

this proceeding. 19 

 20 

• The Commission should rely on the Participant Cost Test (PCT) and Rate Impact 21 

Measure (RIM) tests to evaluate the manner in which different successor tariff 22 

proposals balance the interests of participants and all customers. 23 

 24 

• The Program Administrator Cost (PAC) test is not useful for evaluating the cost-25 

effectiveness of successor tariff options. 26 

 27 

• The expected payback period, defined as the length of time required for participating 28 

customer bill savings to recover the customer’s investment in the NEM resource, should 29 
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be considered as a method of evaluating successor tariff options. The use of a full 1 

discounted payback metric, which quantifies the present value of all costs and benefits, 2 

best approximates the real-world customer perspective. 3 

 4 

• The Commission should consider using the results of a modified RIM test that excludes 5 

the costs of any new charges assessed on legacy NEM customers to fund incentives for 6 

new NEM customers 7 

 8 

• Because non-rate funding sources used to incentivize new participation in a cost-9 

based successor tariff are excluded from the RIM test, the use of these sources can help 10 

to promote the interests of participants and non-participants while supporting the 11 

state’s clean energy and electrification goals. 12 

 13 

• The internal rate of return realized by the participating customer is a useful metric for 14 

considering the benefits of participation in the successor tariff. 15 

 16 

• TURN’s successor tariff evaluation model provides a comprehensive and transparent 17 

method of evaluating different successor tariff options by calculating results across the 18 

all of the metrics described above. 19 

 20 

• Although there are some differences between the TURN and E3 models, both produce 21 

similar results across the metrics considered by E3. TURN’s model considers additional 22 

metrics and cost test results. 23 

 24 

• TURN’s tariff proposal is fully consistent with the Guiding Principles adopted in D.21-25 

02-007. The existing NEM 2.0 tariff is not consistent with these principles.  26 
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Elements of TURN’s successor tariff 1 

 2 

• TURN proposes a net billing tariff that would be implemented as a rider to existing 3 

utility time-of-use (TOU) tariff offerings. 4 

 5 

• Exports should be compensated at avoided cost using the most recently adopted 6 

Avoided Cost Calculator (ACC) values modified by the incorporation of actual CAISO 7 

market prices to calculate the energy supply values.  8 

 9 

• New successor tariff customers should have the option of locking into fixed hourly 10 

ACC-based export rates for defined terms of 5 or 10 years. 11 

 12 

• The value of all hourly exports should be calculated and credited monthly to a 13 

participating customer’s bill. Any surplus credit balances at the end of 12 months should 14 

be adjusted based on the applicable net surplus compensation methodology. 15 

 16 

• NEM participants with stand-alone renewable generating units (no paired storage) 17 

should be permitted to take service under any of the future TOU tariffs for which they 18 

are eligible. 19 

 20 

• Successor tariff customers should be required to pay a separate charge to recover 21 

Nonbypassable, Unavoidable and Shared (NUS) costs associated with the self-22 

consumption of output provided by NEM-eligible BTM resources. TURN provides a list of 23 

rate components that should be characterized as NUS costs. Customers should have the 24 

option of installing a second meter or accepting a production estimate to calculate self-25 

consumption quantities. 26 

 27 

• All subsidies under the successor tariff should be provided in the form of a one-time 28 

upfront Market Transition Credit (MTC) calibrated to achieve a target payback period for 29 
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the participating customer. CARE customers should be eligible for an MTC set to achieve 1 

a 10-year discounted payback. Non-CARE customers should only be eligible for an MTC if 2 

non-rate sources of funding are used. If the Commission wishes to adopt a ratepayer-3 

funded MTC for non-CARE customers, the target payback period should be set to 4 

achieve an adequate combination of discounted payback and IRR. 5 

 6 

• The establishment of a separately-administered MTC would facilitate the use of 7 

external funding sources to reduce or eliminate any cost shifting in rates. 8 

 9 

• A new surcharge should be applied to existing non-CARE NEM 1.0 and 2.0 residential 10 

customers to collect up to 50% of the costs of the MTC provided to new CARE successor 11 

tariff customers. The remaining MTC costs should be collected from all customers 12 

through the Public Purpose Program charge allocated on an equal cents per kilowatt-13 

hour basis. 14 

 15 

• Successor tariff customers with paired storage should be placed into a separate rate 16 

tariff with additional TOU granularity (at least 3 TOU periods) that are better aligned 17 

with grid conditions to support optimal dispatch that benefits the grid and all 18 

customers. 19 

 20 

• Any paired storage unit participating in the successor tariff should have the capability 21 

to respond to remote dispatch instructions and be obligated to discharge during 22 

extreme system stress and emergency conditions (such as a CAISO stage 2 emergency) 23 

in support of overall grid needs. 24 

 25 

• An implementation phase would be needed to resolve several key issues relating to 26 

TURN’s proposed successor tariff. This phase would finalize the inputs and methodology 27 

for calculating an MTC, the adoption of a method of calculating the NUS charge, rules 28 

governing the calculation of self-consumption quantities, the methods for recovering 29 
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MTC costs, the approval of an export credit methodology, and the establishment of 1 

technical requirements for paired storage systems. 2 

 3 

TURN’s cost effectiveness analysis 4 

 5 

• Although there are some differences between the TURN and E3 models, both produce 6 

similar results across the metrics considered by E3. TURN’s model considers additional 7 

metrics and cost test results. 8 

 9 

• Applying the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test, TURN’s successor tariff is not expected to 10 

be beneficial to the utility and its ratepayers. The existing NEM 2.0 tariff produces lower 11 

TRC results than TURN’s successor tariff. 12 

 13 

• Applying the Program Administrator Cost (PAC), TURN’s successor tariff yields results 14 

across the three IOUs ranging from 1.7 to 10.43. The existing NEM 2.0 tariff produces 15 

PAC results ranging from 2.08 to 21.56. 16 

 17 

• Applying the Participant Cost Test (PCT) without an MTC, TURN’s successor tariff is 18 

generally not expected to be economic for both non-CARE and CARE participants. With 19 

TURN’s proposed MTC, the PCT results would exceed 1.0 for CARE customers of all three 20 

IOUs, indicating that participation is expected to be economic for the customer. 21 

 22 

• TURN’s successor tariff produces fully discounted payback periods of over 20 years for 23 

both non-CARE and CARE customers without any MTC incentive. These results would 24 

change if an MTC is applied. 25 

 26 

•  Applying the Rate Impact Measure (RIM) test without an MTC, TURN’s successor tariff 27 

proposal addresses many cost shifting concerns but is not able to prevent cost shifts 28 

across all customer load profiles analyzed. However, the RIM scores for TURN’s tariff are 29 
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substantially higher than the extremely low RIM scores for the existing NEM 2.0 tariff, 1 

demonstrating that TURN’s tariff would markedly reduce the cost shift. 2 

 3 

• Adopting a partial NUS charge that excludes transmission and PCIA costs would 4 

improve participant economics but increase the amount of costs shifted to all 5 

customers. 6 

 7 

• The use of 2021 ACC values vs. 2020 ACC values reduces the PCT, TRC and RIM scores 8 

for TURN’s successor tariff proposal. This change indicates that the 2021 ACC makes it 9 

more difficult to both achieve an economic result for participants and prevent cost 10 

shifting to all customers without an MTC incentive funded outside of rates. 11 

 12 

• TURN’s proposed MTC would require an average incentive of $1,737 to $2,319 per 13 

kW-ac to achieve a 10-year discounted payback for CARE customers.  14 

 15 

• In a scenario where 25% of the MTC incentive is funded through a surcharge on 16 

existing non-CARE NEM 1.0 and 2.0 customers, and 100,000 CARE customers receive the 17 

MTC each year, the average monthly surcharge would range from $17-26/customer 18 

(depending upon the utility). Excluding these contributions from the RIM test would 19 

materially improve the results and thereby reduce the cost shift to other customers. 20 

 21 

• In a scenario where 75% of MTC funding is located from a source external to electric 22 

rates, the estimated RIM test results for TURN’s proposal improve dramatically. The 23 

improvement in the RIM result ranges from 0.30 to almost 0.70, and the RIM exceeds 24 

1.0 for SDG&E. 25 

 26 

• Under TURN’s tariff proposal with an MTC, CARE customers would achieve a 10 year 27 

fully discounted payback and realize average Internal Rate of Returns (IRRs) ranging 28 

from 15.7-20%. By comparison, the existing NEM 2.0 tariff would result in fully 29 
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discounted payback periods of 9-13 years for CARE customers and average IRRs ranging 1 

from 12.7-17.9%. 2 

 3 

• NEM installations that include paired storage provide significantly greater value to the 4 

grid and all customers than stand-alone solar installations. If the Commission desires to 5 

promote adoption of behind-the-meter NEM-eligible generation, paired storage should 6 

be preferred relative to stand-alone solar. 7 

III. RELEVANCE OF THE LOOKBACK STUDY TO CONSIDERATION OF THE SUCCESSOR TARIFF  8 

TURN conducted an extensive review of the NEM Lookback Study and submitted 19 separate 9 

comments on the draft report, many of which resulted in modifications to the final report.8 10 

TURN’s final comments on the study are attached to this testimony.9 The Lookback study 11 

reinforces the need for major reforms that recalibrate the compensation to NEM participants to 12 

reflect the value provided to the grid and reduce or eliminate the cost shift to all customers. 13 

 14 

The Lookback Study highlights the massive cost shift associated with both the NEM 1.0 and 15 

NEM 2.0 tariffs. In the year 2020, the single year NEM 1.0 cost shift was estimated to be $1.093 16 

billion (in $2012).10 The net present value of the NEM 2.0 cost shift over 20 years was estimated 17 

to be over $13 billion.11 By the end of 2019, there were 616,308 NEM 1.0 systems and 413,982 18 

NEM 2.0 systems interconnected on the grid.12 Combining this information with data presented 19 

above, the single year cost shift per NEM 1.0 customer in 2020 equals $1,600 and the 20-year 20 

present value cost shift per NEM 2.0 customer equals $31,402. These cost shifts are substantial 21 

and unsustainable. Since the Lookback Study relied on the 2020 Avoided Cost Calculator (ACC) 22 

to determine the benefits to all customers, a recalculation of the NEM 2.0 cost shift using 2021 23 

ACC values would yield a significantly larger total cost shift and cost shift per customer.13  24 

 
8 Lookback Study, Appendix B, Comment Matrix and Evaluator Responses, Comments 54-72 
9 Attachment D 
10 Lookback study, page 125, Comment #45; See E3 study, Table 2, page 7 
11 Lookback Study, Table 5-1 
12 Lookback study, page 3 
13 Lookback Study, page 56 
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 1 

The Study further found that the NEM 2.0 tariff results in massive oversubsidization of 2 

participants with Participant Cost Test (PCT) values ranging from 1.62 to 2.08 depending upon 3 

the utility.14 This combination of high PCT values and low Rate Impact Measure (RIM) test 4 

scores was accompanied by the finding that bill payments by residential NEM 2.0 customers, on 5 

average, covered between 9-18% of their cost of service.15 This fact highlights the importance 6 

of designing a successor tariff that results in participants paying a far greater share of their cost 7 

of service. TURN’s tariff proposal would accomplish this result. 8 

 9 

The Lookback study also demonstrates the importance of reforming the successor tariff as it 10 

applies to low-income residential customers on California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) 11 

tariffs. The NEM 2.0 program yields lower participant cost test values and a longer payback 12 

period for CARE customers. The payback period for a CARE customer was estimated to be 13 

almost twice as long as a non-CARE customer.16 Unsurprisingly, the Lookback study found that 14 

NEM 1.0 and NEM 2.0 system penetration increases with zip code median income.17 15 

 16 

TURN sought additional information from the three IOUs on participation in NEM by non-CARE 17 

and CARE customers. The most recently available data shows that non-CARE customers are 18 

between 2.15 and 3.5 times as likely to be enrolled in a NEM tariff than CARE customers. The 19 

data for each IOU is as follows:18  20 

 
14 Lookback study, page 6, Table 1-3 
15 Lookback Study, Table 5-11 
16 Lookback study, page 94; Table 5-9 
17 Lookback study, page 33 
18 PG&E response to TURN Data Request 2, data current as of June 4, 2021; SCE response to TURN Data 
Request 2, data current as of March 1, 2021; SDG&E response to TURN Data Request 2. The 2.15 
calculation applies to PG&E. The 3.5 calculation applies to SDG&E. 
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% of residential 

customers in NEM 1.0 
% of residential 

customers in NEM 2.0 
% of residential customers 

in NEM 1.0 + 2.0 

PG&E    

Non-CARE 6.5% 6.9% 13.4% 

CARE 2.8% 3.4% 6.2% 

SCE    
Non-CARE 5.9% 4.5% 10.4% 

CARE 2.7% 1.9% 4.7% 

SDG&E    
Non-CARE 8.6% 11.3% 19.9% 

CARE 2.8% 3.4% 5.7% 
 1 

This data is consistent with the recent characterization of the Lookback study by Commission 2 

staff. A 2021 Commission report detailing utility costs and affordability challenges offers the 3 

following observation regarding the study: 4 

The evaluation study found that, as compared to the general California population, NEM 5 
customers are disproportionately older, located in high-income areas, likely to own their 6 
home, and less likely to live in a disadvantaged community. Consequently, the costs of 7 
NEM are disproportionately paid by younger, less wealthy, and more disadvantaged 8 
ratepayers, many of whom are renters. To address these concerns, the CPUC is 9 
considering modifying the structure of the NEM 2.0 tariff to achieve California’s social 10 
and environmental goals for distributed renewable energy while allocating its costs and 11 
benefits in a more equitable manner.19 12 

Both the Lookback Study and the most recently available data demonstrate that the existing 13 

NEM tariffs have disproportionately benefited non-CARE residential NEM customers. Any 14 

successor tariff revisions should consider mechanisms to address this disparity, provide 15 

adequate support (including equal compensation) to customers regardless of their income level 16 

and focus on methods of promoting adoption by low-income customers. 17 

 
19 Utility costs and Affordability of the Grid of the Future: An Evaluation of Electric Costs, Rates, and 
Equity Issues Pursuant to P.U. Code Section 913.1, May 2021, California Public Utilities Commission, page 
30 
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IV. METHODS OF ANALYZING PROGRAM ELEMENTS THAT COMPLY WITH THE GUIDING 1 
PRINCIPLES 2 

A. Relevance of RIM, PCT, TRC, PAC tests  3 

In D.21-02-007, the Commission explained that, pursuant to D.19-05-019, the Total Resource 4 

Cost (TRC) test is the “primary test” for use in assessing the cost-effectiveness of Distributed 5 

Energy Resources but that results from the Program Administrator Cost (PAC) test, Ratepayer 6 

Impact Measure (RIM) test, and Participant Cost Test (PCT) should also be considered for 7 

purposes of evaluating NEM successor tariff proposals.20 Consistent with this direction, TURN’s 8 

modeling displays the cost-effectiveness results for its tariff proposal under these four primary 9 

Standard Practice Manual (SPM) approaches.  10 

 11 

For reasons explained in the following sections, the results of the TRC and PAC tests are not 12 

useful for evaluating the differences between successor tariff proposals. Instead, the 13 

Commission should rely on the RIM and PCT tests to determine the impact of different 14 

proposals, and individual elements of proposals, on participating customers and on all 15 

ratepayers to whom such costs are allocated (“all ratepayers”). The specific relevance and 16 

usefulness of each test is explained in the following sections. 17 

1. Total Resource Cost (TRC) test 18 

The TRC test benefit-cost ratio is the ratio of the discounted total benefits of the program to 19 

the discounted total costs over a specified time period.21 A benefit-cost ratio greater than one 20 

indicates that the program is beneficial to the utility and its ratepayers on a total resource cost 21 

basis.22 The Commission directed parties to calculate TRC values for any successor tariff 22 

proposed in this proceeding. 23 

 24 

 
20 D.21-02-007, pages 12, 35-36 
21 California Standard Practice Manual (SPM), October 2001, page 19 
(https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUC_Public_Website/Content/Utilities_and_Industries/Energ
y_-_Electricity_and_Natural_Gas/CPUC_STANDARD_PRACTICE_MANUAL.pdf) 
22 California SPM, page 19 
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Under the TRC, the benefits quantified are the avoided supply costs, the reduction in 1 

transmission, distribution, generation, and capacity costs valued at marginal cost for the 2 

periods when there is a load reduction (“avoided costs” or “AC”).23  The costs quantified are the 3 

program costs paid by both the utility and participants, plus any increase in supply costs for the 4 

periods in which load is increased; all equipment costs, installation, operation and 5 

maintenance, cost of removal (less salvage value), and administration costs (no matter who 6 

pays for them) are included in this test.24  Any tax credits are considered a reduction to costs.25   7 

 8 

The key elements of tariff design, including any incentives, various approaches to export 9 

compensation, netting, self-consumption, and grid charges, are not quantified in the TRC 10 

results. As a result, the only methods of materially changing the results of the TRC test are to 11 

modify the resource type (i.e., wind, paired storage) and/or generation profile, assume 12 

different system costs paid by the participant, and/or assume different utility administration 13 

costs.    14 

 15 

As discussed in Section VI, the TRC results for standalone solar PV systems calculated by both 16 

TURN and E3 are far below 1.0 for both CARE and non-CARE residential customers. This result 17 

indicates that the installation of solar PV as a behind-the-meter resource is not cost effective 18 

from a total resource cost perspective under the system cost, avoided cost, and utility 19 

administrative cost scenarios analyzed. To the extent that the Commission relies on the TRC to 20 

guide its decisionmaking in this proceeding, the results show that measures designed to 21 

increase standalone behind-the-meter solar resource deployment are not cost justified. 22 

2. Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) test 23 

The RIM test is the only approach that properly accounts for the impact of NEM tariff design on 24 

all customers. The benefits calculated in the RIM test are the savings from avoided costs plus 25 

 
23 California SPM, page 18 
24 California SPM, page 18 
25 California SPM, page 18 
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the program fees paid by participants.26 The costs are the program costs incurred by the utility 1 

in creating or administering the program, the incentives paid to the participant, decreased 2 

revenues for any periods in which load has been decreased and increased supply costs for any 3 

periods when load has been increased.27 The utility program costs include initial and annual 4 

costs, such as the cost of equipment, operation and maintenance, installation, program 5 

administration, and customer dropout and removal of equipment (less salvage value).28   6 

 7 

Because the RIM test compares the benefits of the tariff to all ratepayers (avoided cost benefits 8 

and program fees paid by participants) with the costs to all customers (participant bill savings, 9 

the costs of any incentive payments, and IOU-incurred program costs collected in rates), the 10 

RIM test quantifies the degree of cost shift from participants to all ratepayers. Rates will go 11 

down if the change in revenues from the program is greater than the change in utility costs. 12 

Conversely, rates or bills will go up if revenues collected after program implementation are less 13 

than the total costs incurred by the utility in implementing the program.29 This test indicates 14 

the direction and magnitude of the expected change in customer bills or rate levels.30 15 

 16 

A RIM benefit-cost ratio result over 1.0 indicates that the program will lower rates and bills.31  A 17 

net present value above zero occurs if the present value costs do not exceed present value 18 

benefits.  This outcome means that the program will lower rates and bills and no costs have 19 

been shifted from participants to all ratepayers.32   20 

 21 

In performing the RIM test analysis, any additional charges assessed on legacy NEM customers 22 

(such as the proposed equity charge) are quantified as ratepayer-funded incentives and are 23 

included in the costs to all customers. Several parties (including TURN) offer proposals to collect 24 

 
26 California SPM, page 13 
27 California SPM, page 13 
28 California SPM, page 13 
29 California SPM, page 14 
30 California SPM, page 13 
31 California SPM, page 14 
32 California SPM, page 14 
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some portion of any direct subsidies for new NEM customers exclusively from legacy 1 

customers.  A potential way of adjusting the RIM to analyze these proposals is discussed in 2 

Section IV(B)(2). 3 

3. Participant Cost Test (PCT) 4 

The PCT reflects the value proposition for the participating customer and is a proxy for cost-5 

effectiveness from their perspective. The PCT is the measure of the quantifiable benefits and 6 

costs to the customer due to participation in a program. Since many customers do not base 7 

their decision to participate in a program entirely on quantifiable variables, this test cannot be a 8 

complete measure of the benefits and costs of a program to a customer.33 9 

 10 

The benefits to the participant include the reduction in the customer's utility bill, any incentive 11 

paid by the utility or other third parties, and any federal, state, or local tax credit received.34 12 

The costs to the participant are all out-of-pocket expenses incurred as a result of participating 13 

in a program, plus any increases in the customer's utility bill(s). The out-of-pocket expenses 14 

include the cost of any equipment or materials purchased, including sales tax and installation; 15 

any ongoing operation and maintenance costs; any removal costs (less salvage value); and the 16 

value of the customer's time in arranging for the installation of the measure, if significant.35 17 

 18 

The PCT benefit-cost ratio gives a measure of a rough rate of return for the program to the 19 

participants and is also an indication of risk.36 A benefit-cost ratio above one indicates a 20 

beneficial program for the participant.37  The discounted payback is related to the PCT and is 21 

the number of years it takes until the cumulative discounted benefits equal or exceed the 22 

 
33 California SPM, page 8; Many participants invest in behind the meter resources for other reasons 
including a commitment to environmentalism, a desire to be energy independent and resilience in the 
case of system outages. None of these benefits to the participant are quantified and included in the PCT 
results. 
34 California SPM, page 8 
35 California SPM, page 8 
36 California SPM, page 9 
37 California SPM, page 9 
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cumulative discounted costs.38 The shorter the discounted payback, the more attractive or 1 

beneficial the program is to the participants.39 A discounted payback period more closely 2 

approximates the consumer's perception of future benefits and costs.40 3 

4. Program Administrator Cost Test (PAC) 4 

The Program Administrator Cost Test measures the net costs of a demand-side management 5 

program as a resource option based on the costs incurred by the program administrator 6 

(including incentive costs) and excluding any net costs incurred by the participant. The 7 

Commission directed parties proposing successor tariff options to provide PAC test results for 8 

review and consideration.41 Despite this directive, the modeling performed by E3 did not 9 

include PAC test results. Because of the narrow scope of the PAC test, it is not useful for 10 

assessing the cost-effectiveness of successor tariff options.   11 

 12 

The benefits for the Program Administrator Cost Test are the avoided supply costs of energy 13 

and demand, the reduction in transmission, distribution, generation, and capacity valued at 14 

marginal costs for the periods when there is a load reduction. The avoided supply costs should 15 

be calculated using net program savings and savings net of changes in energy use that would 16 

have happened in the absence of the program. The costs for the Program Administrator Cost 17 

Test are the program costs incurred by the administrator, the incentives paid to the customers, 18 

and the increased supply costs for the periods in which load is increased. Administrator 19 

program costs include initial and annual costs, such as the cost of utility equipment, operation 20 

and maintenance, installation, program administration, and customer dropout and removal of 21 

equipment (less salvage value).  22 

 23 

The PAC ignores both costs spent by participants to purchase/lease and operate a Behind the 24 

Meter (BTM) resource and the bill savings/lost revenues that are used to assess cost shifting. 25 

 
38 California SPM, page 9 
39 California SPM, page 9 
40 California SPM, page 9 
41 D.21-02-007, Finding of Fact 4 
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Similar to the TRC test, the actual design of the tariff, including various approaches to export 1 

compensation, netting, self-consumption, and grid charges, has no impact on the PAC test 2 

results. The different results under the PAC test between existing NEM 2.0 and TURN’s proposal 3 

are attributable to the inclusion of incremental participant costs for estimating or metering 4 

generation. Because of the narrow scope of the PAC test, it is not useful for assessing the cost-5 

effectiveness of successor tariff options. 6 

B. Other tests that should be considered by the Commission 7 

1. Payback period 8 

The payback period is the length of time required for participating customer bill savings to 9 

recover the participating customer’s investment in the NEM-eligible resource. There are many 10 

ways that the payback period can be calculated.  Several such methods are described below. 11 

 12 

Simple payback  13 

The “simple payback” calculation is the participant’s net upfront investment (the upfront cost 14 

net of any federal investment tax credit (ITC), self-generation incentive program (SGIP) 15 

incentive and/or upfront market transition credit (MTC) incentive), divided by first year bill 16 

savings. The simple payback is an attractive metric because the calculation requires only two 17 

figures, net upfront cost and first year bill savings. No discount rate is employed in this 18 

calculation. However, it fails to incorporate several drivers of the economic proposition for the 19 

participating customer including changes in bill savings over time. 20 

 21 

Escalated simple payback 22 

The “escalated simple payback” calculation incorporates changes in bill levels over time due to 23 

factors such as retail rate escalation, export compensation, and panel degradation. The 24 

escalated simple payback is the year the simple sum of projected nominal annual bill savings 25 

exceeds the participant’s net upfront investment. No discount rate is employed in this 26 

calculation.   27 
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 1 

Simple discounted payback  2 

This metric discounts the participating customer’s projected nominal annual bill savings, 3 

recognizing the cost to the participating customer of delayed bill savings. The simple discounted 4 

payback is the year the cumulative escalated bill savings, discounted at the participant’s cost of 5 

capital, exceeds the participant’s net upfront investment. 6 

 7 

E3 payback 8 

The “E3 Payback” metric recognizes that ongoing operations and maintenance costs should be 9 

incorporated into the payback calculation. This can be accomplished by subtracting annual 10 

O&M costs from escalated annual bill savings or by adding discounted O&M costs to upfront 11 

costs. The latter is the approach E3 employed in its analysis.42 This metric is the net upfront 12 

investment plus discounted O&M costs divided by first year bill savings.     13 

 14 

Full discounted payback 15 

The “full discounted payback” metric incorporates the present value of all costs and benefits, 16 

where the costs, benefits, discount rate, and term of analysis are those evaluated in the 17 

Participant Cost Test. The full discounted payback is the year that the cumulative present value 18 

of bill savings exceeds the present value of costs including any ongoing customer-borne 19 

program costs. This metric is attractive because it can quantify either a stream of annual lease 20 

costs, or a scenario where a participating customer purchases a resource upfront and finances 21 

the resource over time.43 While the PCT result yields a benefit-cost ratio, the full discounted 22 

payback result yields the year that the cumulative present value of bill savings exceeds the 23 

present value of costs.   24 

 25 

 
42 E3 Residential Bill Model, May 28, 2021. 
43 Page 11 of the SPM states that if money is borrowed by the customer to finance the upfront cost, it 
may not be necessary to calculate the annual finance expense and discount this amount if the present 
value of the mortgage payments equals the upfront cost. This occurs when the discount rate used is 
equal to the interest rate of the financing. If the two rates differ, then the stream of finance payments 
should be discounted by the participant discount rate chosen. 
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TURN’s model calculates payback period results for each of these tests (simple payback, 1 

escalated simple payback, discounted payback, E3 payback, and full discounted payback).  2 

Because the full discounted payback metric quantifies the present value of all costs and 3 

benefits, this metric best approximates the payback that a customer actually experiences.   4 

Payback period results are shown in TURN’s model results discussion summarized in Section VI 5 

and provided in Attachment B.  6 

2. Evaluation of additional contributions from legacy NEM customers 7 

As explained in Section IV(A)(2), both the E3 and TURN calculations of RIM test results do not 8 

consider the impact of proposals to assess new fees on legacy NEM customers. Several parties 9 

(including TURN) offer proposals of this type and would use the proceeds to provide direct 10 

subsidies to certain categories of new NEM customers.  11 

 12 

The Commission should recognize that any funds collected from legacy NEM customers reduce 13 

the cost burden for all remaining customers. One way that this type of Successor Tariff (ST) 14 

proposal can be evaluated is by creating RIM test metrics segmented by customer type:  NEM 1 15 

& NEM 2 participants, and NEM 3 participants. The NEM 1 and NEM 2 participant RIM test 16 

would show reduced bill savings from these customers resulting from imposition of the new 17 

fees. The NEM 3 participant RIM test would not include the NEM 1- and NEM 2-funded fees as a 18 

cost because these fees are not paid by non-participants. PCT metrics can be calculated for 19 

NEM 1 and NEM 2 participants, to quantify the impact of the new fees on legacy NEM 20 

participants.  21 

3. Evaluation of funds sourced outside retail rates 22 

The RIM test does not treat certain benefits received by participants as costs to all customers if 23 

the funding comes from sources outside of utility rates. Examples of these types of benefits 24 

include federal and state tax credits along with any rebates or incentives funded by general tax 25 

revenues or Cap-and-Trade funds that would not otherwise be credited to ratepayers. TURN’s 26 
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successor tariff proposal is designed to accommodate the use of these non-rate funding sources 1 

to provide Market Transition Credit (MTC) incentive payments to non-CARE customers. 2 

 3 

TURN’s model evaluates the impact of these external funding sources on the PCT and RIM 4 

results. This evaluation is intended to highlight the importance of harnessing other sources of 5 

funds to support DER adoption in order to protect non-participant customers from cost shifting. 6 

In Section VI, TURN presents results from illustrative scenarios to demonstrate the 7 

improvements in the RIM score that result from incorporating non-rate sources of funding to 8 

support MTC payments. 9 

4. Internal Rate of Return 10 

The payback metrics describe the number of years it takes for the customer’s investment to be 11 

repaid. The Internal rate of return (IRR) is the rate of return that results in present value bill 12 

savings equal to present value costs, such that the net present value of the costs and benefits 13 

of the investment is zero. If the IRR is equal to or greater than the investor’s opportunity cost of 14 

capital, the investment is economic.44  TURN’s Model calculates this metric. 15 

5. First Year Cost Shift 16 

The First Year Cost Shift reflects the dollar value of utility costs shifted from participants to 17 

nonparticipants in the first year of operations. E3’s results included this metric and TURN’s 18 

Model calculates this metric.  Both E3 and TURN levelize any upfront incentive in performing 19 

this calculation.45 20 

C. TURN cost effectiveness model 21 

TURN developed its own successor tariff evaluation model for use in this proceeding (TURN 22 

Model). The model is in Excel format, contains transparent input assumptions that may be 23 

modified by users, does not include any confidential material, and is available for download and 24 

 
44 Brealey-Myers Principles of Corporate Finance 1996, page 14 
45 E3 Study, page 7 
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use by all parties via a public download link. TURN presents results from this model in Section VI 1 

and Attachment B. 2 

1.  Overview 3 

The purpose of the TURN Model is to calculate Total Resource Cost (TRC), Ratepayer Impact 4 

Measure (RIM), Participant Cost Test (PCT) and Program Administrator Cost (PAC) test results, 5 

payback results, first year cost shift, and IRR results, for a given Utility, Customer, Distributed 6 

Energy Resource (DER) Type, and Successor Tariff (ST) characterization, with the goal of 7 

designing a ST that conforms to Guiding Principles. These characterization dimensions are 8 

described in detail below. Information on the inputs that TURN used to produce its results are 9 

described in Section VI(A). Information on how TURN’s inputs compare to those E3 used in its 10 

Cost-effectiveness of NEM Successor Rate Proposals study can be found in Section IV(C)(9). 11 

 12 

The model produces results for bundled residential customers of PG&E, SCE and SDG&E. All 13 

costs and revenues are presented in nominal dollars. Customer loads, generation, rates and 14 

avoided costs are modeled in month-hour weekday-weekend granularity. Holidays were not 15 

identified and therefore were not allocated exclusively to weekends. The TURN Model assumes 16 

a 20-year analysis horizon and contains no adoption logic. Present values results are in 17 

installation year dollars. 18 

 19 

TURN’s model can produce results using the 2020 ACC or 2021 ACC values.  Avoided costs (AC) 20 

were sourced from the 2020 ACC Electric Model v1c and the 2021 ACC Electric Model v1a.  An 21 

error in the 2020 calculator affecting distribution costs was corrected (Distribution!$AQ was 22 

being used for all scenarios in the Distribution Capacity block on the Detailed Output tab).   23 

 24 

Customer load shapes prior to DER adoption are differentiated by IOU, CARE / non-CARE, Dual 25 

Fuel / All Electric, Inland / Coastal baseline region, EV / non-EV, and Large / Small usage (kWh) 26 

size. The model can accommodate up to 32 load shapes for each utility. Load shapes for a given 27 

combination may not be available due to utility data confidentiality issues. Customer 28 
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generation profiles for inland and coastal locations can be input in month-hour weekday-1 

weekend format. Only one active customer can be modeled at a time.   2 

2.  Distributed Energy Resource (DER) type 3 

The model includes a DER costing pro forma. The analysis horizon is 20 years to reflect the 4 

expected term of the NEM 3.0 tariff. Solar arrays cannot be sized larger than load. Installations 5 

can be modeled for the following years: 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025.  Standalone solar PV and 6 

paired storage technologies can be modeled. Solar PV is sized as a share of usage (kWh) and can 7 

be up to 100% of usage in the first year. Sizing is accomplished via an input multiplier that 8 

scales generation pro rata in all hours.  The DER generation profile assumptions correspond to 9 

the selected utility and location (coastal or inland). Solar PV degradation commences in year 2.   10 

 11 

TURN’s model assumes that Title 24 installations (new residential construction) are not eligible 12 

for an MTC Buydown Incentive. Incentives such as those provided under the Self-Generation 13 

Incentive Program and Multifamily Affordable Solar Housing Program may be applied, where 14 

appropriate. 15 

 16 

Finance and tax assumptions can be input for CARE and Non-CARE customers and for leased 17 

and upfront purchases. 18 

3. Extant Rate Structure 19 

TURN’s Model utilizes inputs for retail rate escalation and does not dynamically calculate retail 20 

rates over time. A rate structure with a baseline or without a baseline can be modeled for each 21 

utility. Extant rates for each utility can be specified for up to 3 Time of Use (TOU) periods on 22 

weekdays and weekends in summer and winter periods. For extant rates that include baselines, 23 

these are specified for dual-fuel and all-electric customers for inland and coastal baseline 24 

regions. Nonbypassable Charges (NBCs) are specified per extant rates, however future NBCs 25 

that will be applicable to bundled customers, such as the Power Cost Indifference Adjustment 26 

(PCIA), may also be entered.  27 
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4. Successor Tariff Options 1 

Proposed Successor Tariff generation and distribution TOU rates may differ from the extant 2 

TOU rate structure. If the ST TOU rates differ from the extant structure, they are calculated 3 

such that in year one they are revenue neutral to extant structures by season.  4 

 5 

There are many Net Energy Metering (NEM) and Net Energy Billing (NEB) compensation 6 

structures that can be modeled using the TURN Model. Under a NEB structure, exports can be 7 

compensated at AC with AC averaged over an input number of years (in order to provide a 8 

more stable price signal for estimating bill savings) or updated annually. Applicable Avoided 9 

Cost can also be specified by component and can be scaled for exports. Additionally, grid 10 

charges (in $/kWh, $/kW, or $/customer-month), declining share of retail rate compensation 11 

for exports, and a Non-CARE rate for a certain number of years for CARE customer exports 12 

compensation can be modeled. Monthly netting or hourly netting can be selected. If a baseline 13 

structure is modeled, it is assessed on consumption only for the NEM 3.0 tariff. A minimum bill 14 

that differs from the extant rate can be specified. 15 

 16 

The distribution component of Nonbypassable Unavoidable and Shared (NUS) charge revenues 17 

is calculated monthly per self-consumption for the active customer in each TOU period times 18 

the corresponding ST distribution rates. The distribution component of the NUS charge may be 19 

assessed per $/kW-mo nameplate capacity (ac), a monthly customer charge, or a $/kWh rate 20 

that is assessed on self-consumption. The NBC component of the NUS Charge is also assessed 21 

on self-consumption. NBCs can be specified by component and are escalated per retail rate 22 

escalation. Users can specify incremental customer- and utility-borne costs associated with 23 

either estimating generation output or adding an additional meter to measure generation.     24 

5. Buydown Incentive / Market Transition Credit 25 

A buydown incentive in the form of a Market Transition Credit (MTC) can be calculated for an 26 

assumed benefit/cost ratio over an assumed discounted payback period (years) or the value can 27 
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be manually input. The buydown incentive is the incremental upfront amount paid to 1 

customers in order to achieve the target present value benefit/present value cost ratio in the 2 

identified payback year. Following the payback period, NEB or a buy-all / sell-all structure may 3 

be assumed. If NEB is assumed, export compensation can be set at AC or Net Surplus 4 

Compensation (NSC). NSC is the average of avoided costs for GHG Cap and Trade and Energy 5 

ACC components from 8 am to 5 pm. If buy-all / sell-all is assumed, all generation may be 6 

compensated at AC or NSC. The MTC is sized to cover upfront costs associated with a second 7 

meter or estimating production as well as the present value of any ongoing ST program 8 

administrative fees to estimate production.  9 

 10 

The Buydown Incentive may be collected in rates or funded from an outside source. The share 11 

that is collected in rates is included in the RIM cost test. The model enables a scenario for the 12 

Buydown Incentive to be applied in the TRC cost test.  13 

6. Simple and Discounted Payback Results  14 

TURN’s Model provides the following payback results:  simple payback, escalated simple 15 

payback, discounted payback, E3 payback, and full discounted payback.   16 

7. Storage 17 

In the TURN Model, storage is sized per input kW and duration (hours).  TURN’s model allows 18 

users to enter the assumed storage capacity and duration, round trip efficiency (RTE), an 19 

economic life and battery replacement cost expressed as a share of upfront storage cost. 20 

 21 

Storage is modeled with one charge/discharge cycle per day and assumes that storage is not 22 

discharging during the middle of the day unless the battery is full. Storage may only charge 23 

from the solar PV generator. Storage discharges daily starting at the beginning of the daily 24 

"peak" period.  25 
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8. Changes made to the model since March 15, 2021 1 

 The following changes were made to the TURN Model between March 15th (when proposals 2 

were initially submitted) and June 18th (the submission of this testimony): 3 

 4 

• Added bundled pre-adoption residential customer load profiles for SCE and SDG&E; 5 

 6 

• Added SDG&E bundled residential class load shape; 7 

 8 

• Added SDG&E inland and coastal 2020 ACC;  9 

 10 

• Added macro to paste results on FullResults tab; 11 

 12 

• Added flag enabling selection of Grid Charge or NUS Charge: Grid Charge can be input, 13 

$/kW, $/mo, $/self-cons kWh and can be adjusted by % of active customer self-14 

consumption distribution bill; 15 

 16 

• Added Extant Tariff block on dashboard with flag enabling PCIA. If active, utility-specific 17 

PCIA is subtracted from generation rates; 18 

 19 

• Updated annual ITC values; 20 

 21 

• Conformed $BAK link in annual avoided cost rollup; 22 

 23 

• Conformed O&M costs to E3’s assumptions and zeroed separate inputs for inverter 24 

replacement and insurance; 25 

 26 

• Cost of capital assumptions for upfront purchase systems per NREL 2020 Annual 27 

Technology Baseline (ATB); 28 
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 1 

• Adjusted generation profiles for daylight savings; 2 

 3 

• Added incentives to PAC test calculation; 4 

 5 

• Added 2021 ACC avoided costs and flag to select 2020 or 2021 values; 6 

 7 

• Ability to model 20-year average AC exports compensation; 8 

 9 

• Added ability to model % discount on grid charge for CARE customers; 10 

 11 

• Added ability to model declining share of retail rate compensation for exports; 12 

 13 

• Enabled Non-CARE rate for x years for CARE customer exports compensation; 14 

 15 

• Subtracted storage losses from generation on Bill Summary totals and storage dispatch 16 

available discharge capacity remains in relevant month;  17 

 18 

• Added ability to model input Buydown Incentive ($/kW); 19 

 20 

• Added separate discount rate input for calculation of buydown incentive; 21 

 22 

• Revamped input of TOU periods by utility on Extant Rates tab;  23 

 24 

• Broke out DER cost components in 10-yr PCT and TRC results; 25 

 26 

• Added SGIP/other incentives to RIM cost test; 27 

 28 

• Calculated payback, first year cost shift and IRR metrics and added to dashboard;  29 
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 1 

• Baseline discount for CARE customers;  2 

 3 

• Ability to make extant rate structure selection for pre-adoption bill calculation; 4 

 5 

• Updated ST revenue neutral calculation to accommodate 2 TOU periods; 6 

 7 

• Ability to scale AC for exports; 8 

 9 

• Added E3 generation & customer loads to enable vetting;  10 

 11 

• Changed SCE Inland CZ to CZ10;  12 

 13 

• Baseline assessed on consumption only for NEM 3.0 tariff;  14 

 15 

• Applied retail rate escalation to NBCs;  16 

 17 

• Corrected monthly netting exports $/MWh by TOU; 18 

 19 

• Corrected Dashboard C43 to apply to only CARE customers; 20 

 21 

• Hourly netting corrections: share of distribution NUS, billing NBCs if assessed on 22 

consumption only, avoided cost compensation not linked to row with averages option; 23 

• Added extant SDG&E rates (with and without baseline) and extant SCE rate (with 24 

baseline).  Note TURN’s Model is not able to accommodate non-distribution delivery 25 

charges that vary by TOU or season.  Therefore, SDG&E’s TRAC rate component for 26 

Schedule TOU-DR-1 and SDG&E’s Transmission rate component for Schedule EV-TOU-5 27 

have been entered as a load-weighted average. 28 

 29 
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• Adjusted customer-borne program costs in SPM cost test calculations.   1 

 2 

These changes are incorporated into the model that is available for review by the Commission 3 

and other parties in this proceeding. 4 

9. Differences between TURN model and E3 modeling  5 

The differences between TURN’s and E3’s modeling are described below. While the approaches 6 

differ in some key respects, as discussed in Section VI(B), a comparison of the E3 and TURN 7 

results for SCE CARE and Non-CARE customers produced very similar results across the metrics 8 

produced by E3. Note that TURN’s comparison with the E3 results was produced using data and 9 

results from the May 28, 2021 report.46 10 

 11 

Below is a list of material differences between the E3 Residential Bill Model (released on May 12 

28th) and TURN’s Model:  13 

 14 

• E3 provides an input storage generation profile based on 25-year levelized total avoided 15 

costs from the 2021 ACC47; the storage generation profile is not adjusted based on the 16 

successor tariff structure. 17 

 18 

• E3 does not provide PAC test results. 19 

 20 

• E3 does not provide payback results other than the E3 payback metric.   21 

 22 

• E3 assumes 4% retail rate escalation for all IOUs48; as described in Section VI(A), TURN 23 

assumed retail rate escalation per the February 2021 CPUC Rates En Banc Whitepaper. 24 

 
46 The updated E3 results provided by the Commission on June 15th were made available too late to be 
incorporated into TURN’s direct testimony. 
47 E3 Study, page 12 
48 E3 Study, page 13 
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 1 

• E3 assumes a discount rate of 7.68% for all cost tests49;  As described in Section VI(A), 2 

TURN assumed the customer discount rate varies according to whether the equipment 3 

is purchased upfront or leased, and CARE/Non-CARE customer status.   4 

 5 

• E3 adjusts retail rates for daylight savings.50 6 

 7 

• E3 assumes 2 kWh storage sized to the PV system kW-ac.   TURN’s storage results 8 

assume a 3 kW / 4 kWh resource.   9 

 10 

• E3 assumes $1,406 per kW-ac storage cost, including oversizing battery energy by 30% 11 

to account for battery degradation over a 20-year term.  TURN’s storage results assume 12 

an $800 per kWh storage cost in 2023.   13 

 14 

• Regarding generation profiles, E3 utilized the same model assumptions as Verdant 15 

Associates data from the NEM 2.0 Lookback Study. Verdant modeled a 1 kW-dc system 16 

using 20-degree tilt and 180-degree azimuth for climate zones 10 and 12. All other 17 

model assumptions were set to mirror the PV Watts default assumptions as closely as 18 

possible.51 TURN modeled a 1 kW-dc rooftop system with the following assumptions: 19 

standard module type, 20-degree tilt and 180-degree azimuth, 14% system losses, 1.25 20 

DC to AC ratio, 96% inverter efficiency, 0.4 ground coverage ratio. TURN’s generation 21 

profiles were adjusted to reflect daylight savings. 22 

 23 

• E3 provided results for 2023 and 2030. TURN’s Model is able to analyze systems 24 

installed through 2025 and cannot model installations in 2030. TURN models month-25 

 
49 E3 Study, page 13 
50 E3 Residential Bill Model 05-28-2021 
51 E3 Study, page 11 
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hour weekday-weekend granularity for all years analyzed. E3 models hourly granularity 1 

in 2023 and 2030. 2 

 3 

• E3 does not evaluate results for coastal customers or for all-electric baselines; As 4 

described in Section IV(C)(1) and Section VI(A), TURN’s model evaluates both dual-fuel 5 

and all-electric baselines, and both inland and coastal customers. 6 

 7 

• TURN discounts results to the beginning of the relevant operations year (i.e., January 8 

2023) and assumes that system costs are incurred at the same date (i.e., December 9 

2022).  E3 appears to discount results to the beginning of 2022 and assume system 10 

costs, including lifetime O&M, and the buydown incentive, are incurred in the first 11 

operations year. 12 

 13 

• E3 did not recalibrate TURN’s MTC amount to achieve a 10-year payback period with a 14 

1.0 benefit-cost ratio when AC values were updated to the 2021 ACC, and E3 applied 15 

TURN’s $/kW MTC incentive to dc-kW rather than ac-kW. 16 

 17 

• TURN inadvertently omitted in E3’s template incremental cost assumptions for a second 18 

meter or estimating output, so these costs were not reflected in E3’s results. 19 

 20 

• E3 did not provide results for a scenario where some or all of the MTC funding is 21 

provided from non-rate sources. 22 

 23 

• E3 did not evaluate a scenario where the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA) 24 

is treated as a Nonbypassable Charge (NBC); TURN’s model is able to treat PCIA as a 25 

separate NBC that can be assessed on self-consumption. 26 

 27 
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• E3 does not model the impact of solar PV output degradation. As described in Section 1 

IV(C)(2) and Section VI(A), TURN’s Model incorporates an 0.7% annual degradation 2 

assumption.   3 

 4 

• E3 appears to have excluded the 130% factor on SDG&E’s baseline consumption values. 5 

D. Relevance of adopted Guiding Principles 6 

In D.21-02-007, the Commission adopted a series of guiding principles governing the 7 

consideration of successor tariff proposals. TURN’s March 15th tariff proposal explained the 8 

consistency between TURN’s successor tariff and each of the eight guiding principles.52 This 9 

testimony summarizes these explanations in the following sections. 10 

1. Principle #1 - Compliance with the requirements of Public Utilities Code §2827.1 11 

TURN’s tariff proposal is consistent with the requirements of Public Utilities Code §2827.1 and 12 

responsive to the direction provided by the Legislature. Each of the provisions of this code 13 

section are reviewed in the following sections. 14 

a. 2827.1(b)(1) Ensure that the standard contract or tariff made available to eligible 15 
customer-generators ensures that customer-sited renewable distributed generation 16 
continues to grow sustainably and include specific alternatives designed for growth 17 
among residential customers in disadvantaged communities. 18 

TURN believes the requirement that “customer-sited” renewable resources have the 19 

opportunity to “grow sustainably” may be satisfied if a successor tariff is found to be cost-20 

effective for certain participants over a reasonably defined timeframe. The adoption of TURN’s 21 

proposed tariff would satisfy this requirement and allow continued growth in BTM solar 22 

installations. TURN’s tariff proposal establishes a target payback period of 10 years for CARE 23 

customers that will enable these customers to make investments and/or other financial 24 

commitments to acquire new BTM systems.  25 

 26 

 
52 D.21-02-007, Ordering Paragraph 1 
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The Commission has not previously adopted any quantitative methodology for determining 1 

whether a successor tariff would permit “sustainable” growth of renewable distributed 2 

generation. For example, D.21-02-007 declined to adopt a formal definition of “grow 3 

sustainably”.53 If the Commission finds in the future that a specific payback period is required to 4 

satisfy this requirement, it may adapt TURN’s proposal to achieve that result through 5 

adjustments to the MTC. 6 

 7 

Although TURN’s proposal does not include new tariff options for residential customers located 8 

in disadvantaged communities (DACs), the Commission recently adopted several programs to 9 

increase access to solar for residents of disadvantaged communities located within the PG&E, 10 

SCE, and SDG&E service territories. These programs include the Solar on Multifamily Affordable 11 

Housing (SOMAH) program, the DAC-Single Family Solar Homes (DAC-SASH) program, the DAC-12 

Green Tariff program, and the Community Solar Green Tariff program.54 The SOMAH and DAC-13 

SASH programs include up-front incentive funding to lower the costs to participating customers. 14 

TURN’s tariff proposal could provide an additional upfront payment through the MTC, if 15 

needed, to ensure that any system serving a customer in a DAC achieves a payback within 10 16 

(or fewer) years. 17 

 18 

Because TURN’s successor tariff design places the entire subsidy amount in a one-time MTC, 19 

the Commission can easily recalibrate the MTC to ensure that any adopted requirements 20 

relating to §2827.1(b)(1) are satisfied. The MTC should be seen as a flexible tool that can be 21 

used to promote adoption by specific customer subgroups and is adaptable to ongoing changes 22 

in system costs, financing assumptions, tax credits and avoided cost values. 23 

b. 2827.1(b)(2) Establish terms of service and billing rules for eligible customer-24 
generators. 25 

TURN’s tariff proposal would establish clear terms of service and billing rules for all NEM 26 

participants. Existing terms and rules under the current successor tariff that do not conflict with 27 

 
53 D.21-02-007, page 11 
54 D.17-12-022, D.18-06-027 
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TURN’s tariff proposal would remain unchanged. TURN’s proposal therefore complies with this 1 

requirement.  2 

c. 2827.1(b)(3) Ensure that the standard contract or tariff made available to eligible 3 
customer-generators is based on the costs and benefits of the renewable electrical 4 
generation facility. 5 

TURN’s proposed tariff is based explicitly on the costs and benefits of the renewable electrical 6 

generation facility. The benefits of the renewable electrical generation facility are based on 7 

avoided costs.  Export compensation would be based on avoided costs, with actual market 8 

prices provided for the energy supply components, and credit for self-consumption would be 9 

tied to the tariffed generation rate. This approach links credits under the tariff to the relevant 10 

benefits provided by the generating facility. Similarly, the MTC is calculated based on the target 11 

payback periods used to set the MTC and the costs and benefits of the generating facility. 12 

Changes in facility costs over time would result in adjustments to the MTC amount. As a result, 13 

the costs of the facility are explicitly taken into account. 14 

 15 

By comparison, the existing NEM 2.0 tariff sets export compensation based on retail rate 16 

components for the customer rather than the costs and benefits of the generation facility. The 17 

Commission should therefore find that TURN’s proposal represents far better alignment with 18 

this provision than the existing NEM 2.0 tariff. 19 

d. 2827.1(b)(4) Ensure that the total benefits of the standard contract or tariff to all 20 
customers and the electrical system are approximately equal to the total costs. 21 

TURN’s tariff proposal is designed to link the total costs of the tariff (uncompensated program 22 

fees and lost rate revenues) to the total benefits provided to all customers and the electrical 23 

system (payments by NEM customers and avoided cost values from BTM resource production). 24 

This approach is best captured by the RIM test which measures any imbalance between these 25 

benefits and costs. 26 

 27 

TURN’s tariff proposal would compensate NEM customers for the benefits provided to all 28 

customers and the electrical system. The only portion of the compensation not tied to 29 
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identified benefits is the MTC buydown, which is provided to CARE customers to ensure that 1 

they achieve a reasonable payback period. TURN believes that its tariff proposal directly 2 

responds to the statutory guidance and should be found to fully comply with this section. 3 

 4 

TURN recognizes that the Commission wishes to assess the TRC results to determine adherence 5 

to this statutory requirement in addition to the RIM, PCT and PAC outcomes. However, the TRC 6 

results do not calculate the total costs and benefits of the tariff to all customers because they 7 

ignore the impact of the tariff on participant bill savings and the resulting the rate impacts on 8 

non-participants.55 As a result, the TRC values are relatively constant across a wide range of 9 

successor tariff options, making it impossible to use the TRC to assess one tariff that provides 10 

lower compensation versus another that provides higher compensation.56 TURN urges the 11 

Commission to focus on the RIM test for purposes of determining whether the costs and 12 

benefits of the tariff to all customers are equal. The RIM test compares the benefits of the tariff 13 

to all ratepayers with the costs of the tariff to all ratepayers. The RIM test is therefore the only 14 

cost test approach that accounts for the impact of NEM tariff design on all customers. 15 

e. 2827.1(b)(5) Allow projects greater than one megawatt that do not have significant 16 
impact on the distribution grid to be built to the size of the onsite load if the projects 17 
with a capacity of more than one megawatt are subject to reasonable 18 
interconnection charges established pursuant to the commission’s Electric Rule 21 19 
and applicable state and federal requirements. 20 

TURN has not proposed any differential treatment of systems larger than 1 MW under its tariff 21 

and assumes in its results that all systems are sized to provide 100% of a customer’s first year 22 

load. TURN’s proposal therefore satisfies this statutory requirement. 23 

 
55 The relevance of the TRC is addressed in Section IV(A)(1). 
56 The only notable impacts on TRC values occur if installed system costs are different under different 
successor tariff options or if NEM customers are assumed to bear additional up-front system costs tied 
to a second meter, interconnection or paying for estimated production calculation. 
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f. 2827.1(b)(6) Establish a transition period during which eligible customer-generators 1 
taking service under a net energy metering tariff or contract prior to July 1, 2017, or 2 
until the electrical corporation reaches its net energy metering program limit 3 
pursuant to subparagraph (B) of paragraph (4) of subdivision (c) of Section 2827, 4 
whichever is earlier, shall be eligible to continue service under the previously 5 
applicable net energy metering tariff for a length of time to be determined by the 6 
commission by March 31, 2014. Any rules adopted by the commission shall consider 7 
a reasonable expected payback period based on the year the customer initially took 8 
service under the tariff or contract authorized by Section 2827. 9 

TURN does not propose to require existing NEM 1.0 customers to migrate to the new successor 10 

tariff at any point prior to the end of the 20-year transition period. However, TURN is proposing 11 

that a portion of the costs of the MTC be collected from existing non-CARE NEM 1.0 and 2.0 12 

customers through a new surcharge set at a monthly fixed amount per customer, or based on 13 

$/kWh of NEM 1.0 and 2.0 customer usage.57 The total amount of funds to be collected from 14 

legacy NEM customers in each year would be a function of the incremental MTC costs and the 15 

percentage of these costs to be collected from existing NEM customers. Adding a modest 16 

surcharge to the monthly bills of non-CARE NEM 1.0 customers would reduce the economic 17 

burden on all customers and should not have a material impact on the overall payback periods 18 

for NEM 1.0 participants.  19 

g. 2827.1(b)(7) The commission shall determine which rates and tariffs are applicable 20 
to customer generators only during a rulemaking proceeding. Any fixed charges for 21 
residential customer generators that differ from the fixed charges allowed pursuant 22 
to subdivision (f) of Section 739.9 shall be authorized only in a rulemaking proceeding 23 
involving every large electrical corporation. The commission shall ensure customer 24 
generators are provided electric service at rates that are just and reasonable. 25 

The NEM successor tariff reforms are being considered as part of a rulemaking that involves all 26 

of the large electrical corporations defined by §2827(b)(5) that were required to make NEM 27 

tariffs available to their customers and implemented the successor tariff adopted in D.16-01-28 

044. To date, no party has suggested that the reforms proposed by TURN and other parties may 29 

not be considered in this proceeding. 30 

 
57 TURN would exempt CARE customers taking service under NEM 1.0 or NEM 2.0 tariffs from paying this 
surcharge. 
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2. Principle #2 – A Successor Tariff Shall Ensure Equity Among Customers 1 

In D.21-02-007, the Commission declined to adopt a definition of “equity” in the context of this 2 

principle. TURN previously argued that achieving equity among customers involves the 3 

following:58 4 

 5 

• Ensuring equal collection of unavoidable and nonbypassable charges from 6 

participating and non-participating customers. 7 

 8 

• Ensuring all NEM customers pay a fair share for the grid services they use. 9 

 10 

• Ensuring equal compensation for similar generation (i.e., similarly situated generation 11 

with the same output profile).  12 

 13 

TURN’s proposal ensures equity by compensating participating customers fairly for the value 14 

they provide to all other customers and ensuring that the choice to install BTM resources by 15 

one customer does not inequitably shift shared costs to non-participating customers. This 16 

outcome is achieved by linking generation exports to avoided costs and charging participants 17 

for their share of cost obligations that are unaffected by the decision to install BTM resources.   18 

 19 

Moreover, TURN’s proposal would treat customers equally regardless of their household 20 

income by providing tariffed bill savings based only on the value of the output from a BTM 21 

resource. Current NEM places a higher value on the output of a BTM resource serving a non-22 

CARE customer as compared to a CARE customer. Remedying the existing economic 23 

discrimination embedded in NEM rate design is necessary to enable the state to achieve its 24 

clean energy goals, including electrification of end uses and the accelerated adoption of behind 25 

the meter resources by CARE eligible households. 26 

 
58 TURN opening comments on Proposed Guiding Principles for a Successor to the Net Energy Metering 
Tariff, R.20-08-020, December 4, 2020, page 4 
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3. Principle #3 - A successor to the net energy metering tariff should enhance 1 
consumer protection measures for customer-generators providing net energy 2 
metering services  3 

TURN’s tariff proposal does not specifically include new consumer protection elements. 4 

However, the Commission continues to consider consumer protection measures in R.14-07-002 5 

separately from the development of successor tariffs. In D.20-08-001, the Commission adopted 6 

standardized inputs and assumptions for calculating electric utility bill savings from residential 7 

solar systems. These bill savings calculations rely on NEM 2.0 tariff design, assume escalation of 8 

utility rates over time and do not consider how changes to rate design, including the design of 9 

TOU periods and rate differentials across TOU periods, could affect a customer’s bill savings. As 10 

a result, the standardized inputs do not produce a calculation that offers meaningful certainty 11 

to a customer participating in NEM 2.0.  12 

 13 

TURN’s tariff proposal would enhance existing consumer protection measures by promoting 14 

transparency and increasing the certainty of expected payback for new solar investments in 15 

two respects. First, TURN’s tariff would allow all successor tariff subscribers to opt for a 5- or 16 

10- year export rate locked to the most recently adopted ACC hourly values for the entire 17 

period. This option would provide certainty with respect to the compensation to be received for 18 

exports over the relevant timeframe and assist customers with making informed choices when 19 

considering purchase and leasing offers from vendors and installers. By contrast, NEM 2.0 20 

customers have no reasonable method of locking in the value of export compensation over a 21 

similar timeframe.  22 

 23 

Second, TURN’s tariff proposal would provide an up-front MTC to CARE customers sufficient to 24 

achieve a 10-year payback. In combination with the opportunity for a 10-year export rate lock, 25 

this payment should give CARE customers confidence in the economic value of their up-front 26 

investment. 27 
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4. Principle #4 - A successor to the net energy metering tariff should fairly 1 
consider all technologies that meet the definition of renewable electrical 2 
generation facility in Public Utilities Code Section 2827.1 3 

This principle should be understood to require a successor tariff to compensate each 4 

technology according to the value it provides to the system. Offering identical compensation to 5 

resources that provide different value to the grid and all customers would be inconsistent with 6 

this principle. TURN’s tariff proposal promotes technology neutrality because it ties export 7 

compensation to avoided costs based on the delivery profile of the eligible resource and each 8 

customer’s individual load profile.  In this way, each participating generator’s compensation is 9 

more closely tied to the value it provides to the grid in a technology neutral way.    10 

 11 

Although TURN’s model only considers solar and paired storage resources, its successor tariff 12 

proposal is suitable for all eligible renewable generating technologies. Since export 13 

compensation would be based on either the ACC values or actual recorded market prices, any 14 

eligible renewable resource would be treated similarly with respect to the value of exported 15 

energy in a given hour. Further, any energy used to serve onsite loads would result in 16 

equivalent bill savings for customers on the same rate schedule with similar loads and 17 

generation profiles, regardless of the type of eligible generating unit.  18 

 19 

The MTC proposed by TURN can be adapted to provide the up-front subsidy needed to achieve 20 

a target payback period based on the ownership and operating costs of non-solar renewable 21 

generating resources. While TURN recommends using the same payback periods for all eligible 22 

technologies and MTC-eligible customer types, the Commission can adjust this parameter as a 23 

tool to support penetration within different categories of users. 24 
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5. Principle #5 -- A successor to the net energy metering tariff should be 1 
coordinated with the Commission and California’s energy policies, including but 2 
not limited to, Senate Bill 100 (2018, DeLeón), the Integrated Resource 3 
Planning process, Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, and California 4 
Executive Order B-55-18 5 

TURN’s successor tariff proposal  is coordinated with state energy policies and is aligned with 6 

the goal of producing a least-cost strategy for achieving California’s ambitious decarbonization 7 

and clean energy objectives.  8 

a. Affordability 9 

The Commission should require that the development of a successor tariff is consistent with the 10 

goal of ensuring just and reasonable rates, and affordable service, to all customers. Earlier this 11 

year, the Commission released its annual report, pursuant to SB 695 (Kehoe, 2009) addressing 12 

cost and rate trends and actions to limit or reduce utility costs.59 This report highlighted the 13 

importance of addressing the cost shift associated with NEM and other DER incentives. In an En 14 

Banc presentation to the Commission, Energy Division staff explained that existing NEM policy 15 

“contributes to rate increases” because “IOUs pay more in NEM bill credits than they would pay 16 

elsewhere for the same amount of electricity and other electric grid benefits.”60  17 

 18 

The Staff report identifies the NEM cost shift to “lower-income non-participants” as one of the 19 

“three critical and overlapping regulatory fronts that must be actively managed” to address the 20 

widening gap between participants in BTM and DER programs and non-participants.61 The 21 

evidence from both the Lookback study and other independent assessments demonstrates that 22 

the growing cost shift from existing NEM policy is neither sustainable nor scalable.62 The 23 

 
59 Utility costs and Affordability of the Grid of the Future: An Evaluation of Electric Costs, Rates, and 
Equity Issues Pursuant to P.U. Code Section 913.1, California Public Utilities Commission, May 2021 
60 Utility costs and Affordability of the Grid of the Future: An Overview of White Paper Observations, 
CPUC En Banc hearing, February 2021, page 10 
61 Utility costs and Affordability of the Grid of the Future: An Evaluation of Electric Costs, Rates, and 
Equity Issues Pursuant to P.U. Code Section 913.1, California Public Utilities Commission, May 2021, 
pages 6-7 
62 Another study confirming the cost shift is Designing Electricity Rates for an Equitable Energy 
Transition, Next 10, Energy Institute at Haas/UC Berkeley, February 23, 2021 
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Commission should consider affordability for all customers to be a key state policy objective to 1 

guide the consideration of successor tariff alternatives. 2 

b. Senate Bill 100 (DeLeón 2018) 3 

SB100 established the policy that eligible renewable energy resources and zero-carbon 4 

resources should supply 100% of retail sales of electricity to California end-use customers and 5 

state agencies by December 31, 2045. The provisions of the bill direct the Commission to 6 

“ensure that actions taken in furtherance of” the 100 percent objective “prevent unreasonable 7 

impacts to electricity, gas, and water customer rates and bills resulting from implementation of 8 

this section, taking into full consideration the economic and environmental costs and benefits 9 

of renewable energy and zero-carbon resources.”63 Consistent with this direction, the 10 

Commission should prioritize least-cost electric sector carbon reduction strategies that produce 11 

highest environmental value. 12 

 13 

The cost of existing NEM is extremely high in comparison to other strategies that contribute to 14 

the achievement of the SB 100 targets. Absent major reforms, the increasing cost shifting 15 

associated with the deployment of substantial additional BTM resources will lead to 16 

unreasonable impacts to electricity rates that could impede the state’s electrification efforts 17 

and that could be avoided without compromising progress towards a carbon-free grid. TURN’s 18 

tariff would promote cost-effective expenditures on new zero carbon NEM-eligible electric 19 

generation and limit subsidies to those needed to achieve specifically defined equity goals.  20 

c. Integrated Resource Planning Process 21 

The Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) Process was established pursuant to AB 327 (Perea, 22 

2013). One of the program’s statutory objectives is to “minimize impacts on ratepayers’ bills.”64 23 

The Integrated Resource Planning Process does not currently consider or quantify the costs of 24 

 
(https://www.next10.org/publications/electricity-rates). This study found that existing NEM policy 
produced average bill increases of up to $230/year for non-CARE customers in 2019. 
63 Cal. Pub. Util. Code §454.53(b)(2). 
64 Cal. Pub. Util. Code §454.52(a)(1)(D). 
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BTM resources in its planning assumptions. Since future BTM deployment projections represent 1 

a hard-wired input into the Reference System Plan, the IRP modeling does not consider BTM 2 

solar as a candidate resource subject to any type of cost-effectiveness analysis. As a result, it is 3 

not true that the inclusion of BTM resource assumptions in the IRP modeling reflects a 4 

determination as to the relative costs in comparison to other resources. Moreover, the IRP 5 

modeling does not consider any rate or cost shifting impacts of NEM policy on BTM resource 6 

adoption. 7 

 8 

TURN’s tariff proposal would assist the IRP process by establishing up-front incentives to 9 

achieve specific payback periods for BTM resources. If TURN’s approach is approved, the 10 

Commission could assess the incremental costs needed to deploy NEM resources in IRP 11 

modeling, with results used to inform the development of an optimal and least-cost resource 12 

portfolio. To the extent that the IRP modeling finds benefits from shorter BTM resource 13 

payback periods, this information could be used to modify the MTC structure. Absent this type 14 

of NEM reform, there is no clear way to identify BTM resource subsidies and compare them to 15 

alternative IRP-driven investments. 16 

d. Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards 17 

The Title 24 standards require new residential buildings to include a solar PV system capable of 18 

serving a portion the building’s load unless the home has shading or the builders opt for 19 

additional energy efficiency, storage or other options to reduce solar panel requirements. Given 20 

the fact that compliance is required, TURN would not provide an MTC for Title 24 new 21 

buildings. If an MTC is authorized for these new residential buildings, the Commission should 22 

consider different payback assumptions to accommodate any material differences in the 23 

economic fundamentals of these installations such as a lower installation cost due to the 24 

efficiency of incorporating BTM resources into new construction. 25 

 26 

There is no reason to conclude that changes in NEM tariffs conflict with the Title 24 27 

requirements. In the process of considering the new rules, the California Energy Commission 28 
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(CEC) found that the Title 24 solar mandate would remain cost effective under a range of future 1 

NEM tariff reform scenarios.65 By making any subsidies transparent, TURN’s proposal would 2 

enable the CEC to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of Title 24 rules over time and determine 3 

whether additional refinements to the policy are appropriate in light of the costs and benefits 4 

to new homeowners and the entire electrical system. 5 

e. California Executive Order B-55-18 6 

In signing Executive Order B-55-18, Governor Jerry Brown committed the state to achieve 7 

carbon neutrality no later than 2045. Although the CPUC is not expressly referenced, the 8 

Executive Order calls for all programs carried out to achieve carbon neutrality to “seek to 9 

improve air quality and support the health and economic resiliency of urban and rural 10 

communities, particularly low-income and disadvantaged communities.”66 TURN’s tariff 11 

proposal places primary focus on the deployment of BTM resources by CARE customers and 12 

offers an approach to prioritizing deployment in Disadvantaged Communities by calibrating the 13 

MTC incentive to achieve a reasonable payback period for specific customer subgroups.  14 

 15 

Moreover, TURN’s proposal would slow the pace of future electricity rate hikes that are paid by 16 

nonparticipating low-income customers and lead to more affordable bills. Unlike current NEM 17 

policy, TURN’s approach is directly responsive to the goal of promoting economic resiliency and 18 

improved air quality in low-income communities. 19 

6. Principle #6 -- A successor to the net energy metering tariff should be 20 
transparent and understandable to all customers and should be uniform, to the 21 
extent possible, across all utilities 22 

TURN’s proposal satisfies this principle through several of its core elements. First, the level of 23 

any MTC incentives would be known prior to the customer making a decision to invest in a new 24 

BTM system. By contrast, the level of compensation to be realized under the current NEM 25 

 
65 
https://ww2.energy.ca.gov/title24/2019standards/documents/Title24_2019_Standards_detailed_faq.p
df 
66 Executive Order B-55-18, Ordering Paragraph 5. 
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program is difficult, if not impossible, for prospective NEM customers to accurately assess when 1 

considering a new investment or contractual commitment. Second, the method of calculating 2 

responsibility for NUS costs would be tied to actual consumption by the individual customer. 3 

Third, the value of exports would be based on the ACC values for non-energy supply and on 4 

actual market prices for the energy supply components. As a result, the transparency of bill 5 

calculations and the basis for the compensation provided to a participating customer for the 6 

operation of their generating resource would be improved versus legacy NEM arrangements. 7 

 8 

The uniformity of TURN’s proposal across utilities is supported based on the use of a single 9 

approach to calculating avoided costs (ACC and CAISO market prices) that takes into utility-10 

specific avoided costs. By contrast, existing NEM tariffs provide far greater compensation to 11 

customers of SDG&E than SCE simply by virtue of SDG&E’s higher average retail rates. The 12 

current approach that ties NEM compensation to retail rates is not uniform and results in 13 

unequal value provided to customers based solely on the average retail rates charged by their 14 

incumbent utility, including the impacts of CARE discounts. 15 

7. Principle #7 -- A successor to the net energy metering tariff should maximize 16 
the value of customer-sited renewable generation to all customers and to the 17 
electrical system 18 

TURN’s proposal is designed to establish transparent incentives for customers to maximize the 19 

value of their BTM resources in a manner that also benefits all customers. TURN would set 20 

export compensation at the ACC values for components other than energy supply and use day-21 

ahead hourly CAISO market prices, grossed up for ancillary services and losses, for energy 22 

supply components. Both the ACC values and CAISO market prices are time-differentiated. As a 23 

result, TURN’s tariff would motivate customers to maximize the economic value of their BTM 24 

resource production by aligning exports, to the maximum extent possible, with periods of 25 

higher hourly ACC and CAISO prices.  26 

 27 

For example, customers would be motivated to undertake demand response, load shifting and 28 

conservation during peak hourly price periods to maximize the amount of production that can 29 
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be exported and receive premium value. This behavior would benefit all customers by 1 

incentivizing incremental supply during hours of scarcity and peak pricing. Similarly, provided 2 

that retail rate price signals are aligned with avoided costs, providing a generation rate credit 3 

for production serving onsite load would motivate NEM customers to self-supply during periods 4 

when the TOU generation rate component is at its highest level, thereby realizing the greatest 5 

benefits to themselves and the system. 6 

8. Principle #8 -- A successor to the net energy metering tariff should consider 7 
competitive neutrality amongst Load Serving Entities.  8 

TURN’s tariff proposal would reduce cross-subsidization and mitigate any embedded incentives 9 

that motivate a participating customer to either remain with the incumbent utility or switch to 10 

alternative Load Serving Entities (LSEs). Because export credits would include both energy 11 

supply and non-energy supply components, participating customers taking service from non-12 

IOU LSEs would receive export credits from two sources.  13 

 14 

For the ACC values not related to energy supply (transmission and distribution avoided costs 15 

paid by both bundled and departing load customers), the export credit would be provided by 16 

the IOU. For ACC values relating to energy supply, the export credit would be paid by the IOU 17 

only to its bundled customers. NEM customers served by non-IOU LSEs would receive energy 18 

supply export credits from their retail provider. This treatment preserves the obligation of each 19 

LSE to provide energy supply and generation services to their customers. 20 

 21 

Because participating customers on bundled utility service would receive a generation rate 22 

credit for BTM production used for self-consumption, there would be no cross-subsidization 23 

from other rate components. Participating customers served by non-IOU LSEs are not charged 24 

an IOU generation rate and would therefore receive these credits from their retail provider. 25 

This approach permits Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs) and Direct Access (DA) providers 26 

to provide different, generation-related compensation than the IOUs. The choice to provide 27 

different compensation relating to energy supply value would be made entirely by the CCA or 28 

DA provider with any associated costs being borne entirely by their customers. 29 
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 1 

Provided up-front MTC incentives are not funded by IOU ratepayers, they would be available to 2 

all eligible customers regardless of whether they take bundled service or are served by a CCA or 3 

DA provider. To the extent that MTC costs are collected from non-rate sources, there would be 4 

no impact on customers of any LSE. If MTC incentives are ratepayer funded, TURN proposes 5 

that the collection of any MTC costs in rates would occur through the nonbypassable Public 6 

Purpose Program (PPP) charge applicable to both bundled and departing load customers, 7 

thereby ensuring that these costs are recovered in a competitively neutral manner. 8 

V. ELEMENTS AND FEATURES OF A SUCCESSOR TARIFF 9 

A. TURN successor tariff description 10 

1. Export Compensation 11 

TURN’s successor tariff proposal credits participants for the value of exported energy based on 12 

the Avoided Cost Calculator (ACC) hourly values for non-energy related components (GHG 13 

adder, GHG portfolio rebalancing, methane leakage, generation capacity, transmission, and 14 

distribution), modified by the incorporation of actual recorded California Independent System 15 

Operator (CAISO) market supply costs to calculate energy supply value (energy, GHG Cap and 16 

Trade, ancillary services, and losses).67 Export credits would be based on instantaneous netting 17 

summed over each hour. Export credits would be applied to customer bills on a monthly basis. 18 

 19 

The export credit would rely on the most recently adopted ACC hourly values applicable to the 20 

current year for the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) adder, GHG portfolio rebalancing, transmission, 21 

distribution, generation capacity, and methane leakage.68 To avoid excessive complexity 22 

 
67 CAISO market prices would include the Cap & Trade adder, ancillary services costs, and losses.  Set 
percentages can be employed to estimate losses and ancillary services costs based on day-ahead market 
prices. 
68 For example, this means that the 2023 export values would be set based on the most recently 
adopted ACC update applicable to 2023.  
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relating to locational value, TURN proposes to use a single average hourly value in each IOU 1 

service territory for components that vary by climate zone in the ACC model.69 2 

 3 

TURN recommends crediting the energy value of exports based on actual recorded hourly 4 

wholesale electricity prices. Credits for ancillary services, which are tied to energy value in the 5 

ACC model, should be calculated as a defined percentage of observed energy prices.70 This 6 

approach would ensure that bill credits for exported electricity are better aligned with actual 7 

wholesale market costs rather than historically generated ACC price forecasts. Reliance on 8 

actual market prices would replace the ACC forecasted values for energy, ancillary services, 9 

losses and GHG cap and trade.71  10 

 11 

The use of actual market prices would provide premium compensation to participating 12 

customers for exports during hours when real-world market prices are high. During such 13 

periods, day-ahead wholesale market price information, including CAISO flex alert 14 

communications, would motivate participants to engage in load shifting, demand response and 15 

conservation measures in addition to those signaled in retail rates in order to realize higher 16 

export credits.72 This type of customer response would be useful when system conditions are 17 

stressed and additional supply is needed to support the entire grid. 18 

 19 

For customers served by CCAs and Direct Access (DA) Providers, TURN recommends that the 20 

IOUs provide an export credit equal to the components of the ACC related to transmission and 21 

delivery services provided by the IOU - benefits that are expected to reduce IOU tariffs charged 22 

to both bundled and departing load customers. All generation-related components included in 23 

 
69 The ACC model calculates these values by Climate Zone for each IOU. 
70 The 2020 ACC sets avoided ancillary services costs at approximately 0.9% of total wholesale energy 
costs. 
71 GHG Cap and Trade values are included in the wholesale market price of electricity. 
72 TURN’s proposal does not include a specific approach to providing actual market price information to 
NEM customers.  
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the ACC should be compensated by the CCA or DA Provider serving the individual customer 1 

based on values that they determine.73 2 

 3 

TURN also proposes that new participating customers be permitted once, at the time of their 4 

initial subscription, to opt into fixed hourly export rates, including fixed energy and ancillary 5 

service values, for defined terms of 5 or 10 years. The applicable hourly export rates would be 6 

fixed based on the most recently updated ACC model values for all hours over the defined 7 

term.74 This option should be limited to new participants to provide greater certainty with 8 

respect to the value of exports over some or all of the anticipated payback period.75 9 

 10 

Any surplus credit balances (in excess of charges owed by the customer) on the monthly bill 11 

could be carried forward and applied to a future bill for a period of up to 12 months. At the end 12 

of 12 months, any remaining balance would be adjusted based on the applicable net surplus 13 

compensation methodology required by Public Utilities Code §2827(h)(5).76 This approach is 14 

consistent with existing law, permits the rollover of excess balances for a defined period of time 15 

and minimizes the potential for cost shifting. 16 

 17 

TURN submits that this export compensation approach is straight-forward, aligns with the 18 

Commission’s existing approach to valuing distributed energy resources, is transparent for 19 

participants, and would ensure that export compensation is only provided for demonstrated 20 

and approved avoided cost values that reflect benefits to the electricity grid and all customers. 21 

 
73 Since the Commission does not regulate CCA or DA retail rates, the export compensation offered by 
these retail providers for generation-related values falls outside the scope of this proceeding. 
74 This does not mean that a single rate would be applied, but rather that the ACC values forecast for the 
entire set of hours over the defined term would be locked in. Exports over the defined term would 
receive the appropriate hourly value in each year. 
75 The option of a fixed export rate would only be available to customers with new generation and could 
not be selected by legacy NEM customers with existing generation. 
76 The methodology used to calculate Net Surplus compensation was adopted in D.11-06-016.  
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2.  Import rates 1 

TURN proposes that NEM participants be permitted to take service under any Time of Use 2 

(TOU) tariffs for which they are eligible. As a result, TURN does not propose new or modified 3 

import tariffs to determine charges for imported power.77 Allowing NEM participants to take 4 

advantage of any available TOU tariff would support customer choice and enable the uptake of 5 

rate options that are tied to identified end uses such as vehicle and end-use electrification 6 

measures and battery storage. 7 

 8 

Although TURN is not proposing any adjustments to import tariffs, the next section describes an 9 

additional charge that would be applied to recover the costs of Nonbypassable, Unavoidable 10 

and Shared costs that would otherwise by paid by the customer but for self-consumption of 11 

power produced by a NEM-eligible BTM generating resource.  This charge is based on tariff 12 

components in the customer’s retail rate schedule. 13 

3.  Self-consumption charge for Nonbypassable, Unavoidable and Shared (NUS) 14 

costs 15 

TURN proposes a separate monthly charge to recover Nonbypassable, Unavoidable and Shared 16 

(NUS) costs associated with self-consumption of output provided by NEM-eligible BTM 17 

resources. This charge is designed to recover non-generation costs that would be paid by the 18 

participating customer but for production from the BTM resource. The NUS charge would be 19 

dynamically calculated based on either the actual or estimated self-consumption attributable to 20 

BTM generation. The total charge would vary by month because the calculated cost 21 

responsibility is directly correlated with the amount of actual usage supplied by BTM 22 

resources.78 23 

 24 

 
77 TURN is proposing alternative tariffs for NEM customers with paired storage systems in Section 
V(A)(5). 
78 In a billing cycle when the customer records de minimus self-consumption, the monthly NUS charge 
would also be de minimus. 
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The customer’s total NUS cost obligation would be calculated by multiplying the NUS charge by 1 

the number of kilowatt-hours of customer consumption supplied by BTM resources during the 2 

billing cycle.79 The key calculation is as follows: 3 

Total monthly NUS cost = 4 
kWh of customer self-consumption supplied by BTM resources 5 

x total NUS rate per kWh 6 
 7 

TURN’s model assumes the following NUS costs are, or would be, characterized as either 8 

nonbypassable or unavoidable/shared costs:  9 

 
79 This approach only applies to BTM resource production that offsets imported electricity. There would 
be no NUS charge associated with exported power. 
80 This rate component was previously used to collect DWR bond costs. 

Cost category Nonbypassable (NBC) or 
Unavoidable/Shared (U/S) 

Distribution U/S 
Transmission U/S 
Reliability Services (RS) NBC 
New System Generation Costs (NSGC) NBC 
Public Purpose Programs (PPP) NBC 
Wildfire Fund Charge80 NBC 
IOU securitization for costs relating to wildfires 
or other undercollections 

NBC 

Competition Transition Charge (CTC) NBC 
Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA) NBC 
Nuclear Decommissioning NBC 
Energy Cost Recovery Account (PG&E) NBC 
PUC Reimbursement Surcharge NBC 
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If the Commission agrees that all of these cost components should be characterized as NUS 1 

costs, the successor tariff customer’s self consumption would be credited for the generation 2 

rate which comprises the remaining portion of the applicable import tariff.81 If the Commission 3 

finds that a smaller portion of non-generation costs should be classified as NUS costs, a 4 

modified version of TURN’s approach can be adopted that limits NUS costs to a subset of the 5 

above cost categories.  6 

 7 

At a minimum, the Commission should classify all NBCs (as shown above) as NUS costs, and 8 

should consider ensuring that the portions of Transmission and Distribution costs that are not 9 

affected based on a customer’s decision to rely on self-generation are included in the NUS 10 

definition.82 If such costs are not collected from NEM participants, the shortfalls resulting from 11 

self-generated quantities would be collected through higher overall rates that are borne by all 12 

ratepayers. 13 

 14 

For calculating the portion of customer self-consumption supplied by BTM resources, TURN 15 

proposes allowing the NEM customer to choose between two alternative approaches.83 Under 16 

the first approach, the customer may install a second meter on the BTM resource and provide 17 

production data to their utility.84 The exported portion of BTM generation (as tracked by the 18 

primary customer meter) would be deducted from total generation to calculate the remaining 19 

amounts used to serve onsite loads. Under the second approach, hourly and monthly 20 

 
81 By the time a new successor tariff is in place, the bundled customer generation rate will no longer 
include the above-market costs associated with utility generation resources. Pursuant to D.20-03-019, 
all three IOUs are required to remove PCIA costs from bundled generation rates and collect PCIA costs 
separately from bundled customers. 
82 Costs not affected by a customer’s consumption or peak demand would include wildfire mitigation 
expenditures (including vegetation management and wildfire liability insurance), the Catastrophic 
Events Memorandum Accounts (CEMA) and Hazardous Substance Mechanism (HSM) balancing 
accounts, transportation electrification programs, and customer access costs (including hookup costs 
and revenue cycle services). These costs are primarily collected in Distribution rates although some costs 
(including CEMA/HSM) may be included in Transmission rates. 
83 TURN’s modeling assumes that the customer is responsible for paying either a $900 second meter cost 
or a $100 upfront cost for estimating generation. 
84 The meter would either need to be revenue grade or provide comparable accuracy with respect to 
monitoring and tracking total production. 
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production from the BTM resource would be estimated based on engineering estimates that 1 

account for system capacity, location, orientation and any other relevant factors. Metered 2 

exports would be deducted from this total amount to determine the number of kilowatt-hours 3 

used for self-consumption.  TURN suggests that customers with paired storage be required to 4 

implement the separate meter alternative due to the complexity of estimating storage 5 

dispatch. 6 

 7 

The Commission should recognize that TURN’s approach to the collection of NUS costs carefully 8 

calibrates cost responsibility with actual customer usage provided by BTM generation over the 9 

course of each month. As compared to a lump-sum fixed charge, or a scaled charge based on 10 

BTM system size, TURN’s proposal assigns costs fairly to customers and accounts for a wide 11 

array of usage and self-consumption patterns. This approach is fair to NEM customers and 12 

ensures that non-participants are not required to disproportionately pay for cost obligations 13 

that are not offset by BTM production and are properly shared by all customers.85 14 

4. Up-front incentive (Market Transition Credit) 15 

TURN proposes a Market Transition Credit (MTC) in the form of a one-time upfront subsidy 16 

payment to low-income customers to ensure sustainable growth and achieve equity goals.86 17 

TURN’s proposed MTC is designed to transparently reflect the entirety of any incentives paid to 18 

NEM participants. While the remaining elements of TURN’s proposal would fairly compensate 19 

NEM participants for the value they provide to all customers and the electrical grid, the MTC 20 

buydown provides a transparent subsidy lever designed to achieve Commission-defined 21 

customer adoption objectives.  22 

 23 

Structuring the MTC as an upfront rebate would serve two key objectives. First, the 24 

participating customer could apply the entire amount to reduce the costs of new investment as 25 

a direct offset at the time of purchase. Second, apart from these one-time costs there would be 26 

 
85 TURN’s proposal in this proceeding is not meant to suggest that any customers, whether served under 
the successor tariff or not, should be forced to bear any unreasonable or excessive utility costs. 
86 These goals are identified in Public Utilities Code §2827.1(b)(1). 
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no ongoing opaque subsidies embedded in retail rates and no continuing concern about 1 

growing cost-shifting impacts of participating customers. 2 

 3 

An up-front MTC is consistent with California’s longstanding approach to supporting BTM solar 4 

and other distributed energy resources over the past several decades. Starting in 1998, the 5 

California Energy Commission administered up-front rebates for solar and small wind through 6 

the Emerging Renewables rebate program. In 2007, the CPUC launched the California Solar 7 

Initiative (CSI) to provide up-front rebates for smaller BTM solar systems.87 These programs 8 

were hailed as successful efforts to stimulate the solar market and became widely accepted by 9 

customers and vendors. Rebates were typically used to offset system installation costs. 10 

Although neither the CEC nor CSI programs provide new rebates to the general market, the 11 

Commission continues to rely on up-front funding support for low-income customer solar 12 

adoption through the Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing (SOMAH) program and the 13 

Disadvantaged Communities Single-Family Solar Homes (DAC-SASH) program.  14 

 15 

Similar to these past approaches, the MTC should be administered by the Commission for 16 

customers of all three IOUs. The Commission may choose to delegate MTC program 17 

administration to a non-utility entity in a manner similar to the structure used for the remaining 18 

elements of the CSI program.88 19 

 20 

The level of the up-front MTC would be a $/kW payment that varies based on the installation 21 

year, the assumed benefit/cost ratio, and a target discounted payback period. Details on the 22 

methodology for calculating the MTC are included in TURN’s model.89 In this proceeding, the 23 

Commission can adopt an initial MTC value for each IOU. Unless warranted by more frequent 24 

material changes in key input values, the MTC should be reviewed at least every 2-3 years to 25 

 
87 The CSI offered capacity-based up-front rebates for residential systems and performance-based 
rebates for larger systems typically installed on commercial and institutional customer premises. 
88 For example, CSI SASH rebates are administered by Grid Alternatives for all three IOUs. 
89 The payback logic can be found in the “DER Pro Forma Incentives” tab of the model. Key input 
assumptions and results are shown in the “Results Dashboard” tab. 
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ensure that the amounts accurately reflect all key inputs relevant for a system to be installed in 1 

the following year.90 Any significant and unanticipated events (like material changes in tax 2 

credits) occurring between scheduled updates should justify interim adjustments to the MTC 3 

level for new customers. 4 

 5 

For CARE customers, TURN recommends setting the MTC level to yield an assumed discounted 6 

payback period of 10 years. This timeframe represents a reasonable horizon for recovering the 7 

costs of an initial investment for an eligible participant. Because of the significant costs of 8 

providing an up-front subsidy to achieve a 10-year payback to all new successor tariff 9 

customers, TURN supports limiting MTC eligibility to CARE eligible customer retrofits on existing 10 

properties. These customers face the largest challenges in achieving reasonable payback 11 

periods and should be the focus of future incentives to achieve equity and affordability 12 

objectives.  13 

 14 

The Commission should also evaluate offering different payback periods for MTCs available to 15 

low-income customers located in disadvantaged communities and customers eligible for the 16 

Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing (SOMAH) program, the Single-family Affordable Solar 17 

Homes (SASH) Program and the Disadvantaged Communities - Single-family Solar Homes (DAC-18 

SASH) program. The availability of MTCs for participation in these programs could supplement 19 

existing funding sources used to support these initiatives and take into account other available 20 

incentives for these customers. The Commission could also expand MTC eligibility, or authorize 21 

a different payback timeframe, for other disadvantaged customer subgroups to support various 22 

policy, equity and environmental objectives. 23 

 24 

TURN does not support making the MTC available to new residential construction covered by 25 

the Title 24 solar requirements. Since solar installation on these properties would be required, 26 

there is no basis for providing an additional incentive and the availability of an MTC would 27 

 
90 Key inputs include system costs, tax incentives, and projected ACC values. 
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therefore have no impact on adoption rates. If a funding source other than retail rates can be 1 

identified, MTCs could be expanded to include Title 24 installations. 2 

 3 

Absent the use of a funding source outside of retail rates, TURN is not proposing to make an 4 

MTC available to non-CARE customers. Notwithstanding TURN’s recommendation, if the 5 

Commission wishes for non-CARE residential customers to be eligible for a ratepayer funded 6 

MTC, the incentive should be set to achieve an appropriate economic proposition for these 7 

customers. Assuming an average non-CARE system size of 4 kW (AC) and a $1/watt (AC) up-8 

front MTC applied to 150,000 annual non-CARE customer installations, the total cost would be 9 

$600 million per year. 10 

 11 

The establishment of a separately administered MTC would facilitate the incorporation of 12 

funding sources other than rate revenues collected from all customers. The most suitable 13 

sources that could be used to pay for some or all MTCs paid to participants are state general 14 

fund monies including Cap-and-Trade funds (from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund).91 15 

TURN’s model allows for the availability of external state funds to be used to calculate the 16 

impact on the Rate Impact Measure (RIM) test results.92 Funding some or all of the MTC costs 17 

through sources other than retail rates would materially improve RIM test outcomes.  18 

 19 

Although TURN recognizes that the Commission cannot order the Legislature to appropriate 20 

money for this purpose, the Commission can adopt an incentive mechanism that is capable of 21 

accommodating any external funding that becomes available over time and condition the 22 

expansion of the MTC to certain customer groups (such as non-CARE customers) on the 23 

availability of adequate funding from alternative sources. 24 

 25 

 
91 Other sources could include federal government infrastructure funding or general obligation bonds 
repaid through the state general fund. 
92 See “Results Dashboard” tab, Allocation of Buydown Incentive options. 
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For MTC costs that must be recovered in rates, TURN offers two approaches to collection. First, 1 

the Commission should adopt a new surcharge applied to existing non-CARE NEM 1.0 and 2.0 2 

customers to collect a portion of the MTC costs. Existing CARE NEM customers would be 3 

exempted from this surcharge. This approach is justified because of the enormous financial 4 

benefits that legacy NEM customers continue to realize under the existing tariffs and the longer 5 

payback periods for CARE customers.93 For example, assigning non-CARE NEM 1.0 and 2.0 6 

customers the responsibility to provide $75 million (25% of $300 million) in annual MTC funding 7 

would result in a new monthly charge of approximately $6.94 TURN recommends using this 25% 8 

assumption as a starting point for assigning MTC cost responsibility to legacy non-CARE NEM 9 

customers and considering a 50% allocation as an upper bound. TURN’s model calculates the 10 

monthly charge for a defined percentage of MTC costs to be collected from legacy NEM 11 

customers and incorporates this result into the Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) test results 12 

along with other ratepayer-funded MTC amounts.95 13 

 14 

Second, TURN recommends collecting the remaining MTC costs from all customers through the 15 

Public Purpose Program charge allocated on an equal cents per kilowatt-hour basis. This 16 

approach would spread cost responsibility fairly and is consistent with the allocation of cost 17 

responsibility for the CARE discount. The collection of remaining MTC costs via PPP recognizes 18 

that the incentive is designed to achieve important state environmental and equity goals, 19 

similar to other cost categories recovered in this manner. Alternatively, the Commission could 20 

seek Legislative authorization to securitize MTC costs so the rate impacts would be spread out 21 

over a 10- to 20-year period. 22 

 
93 The disparate payback periods for CARE and Non-CARE customers under existing NEM tariffs is 
highlighted in Section IV. 
94 TURN uses $300 million as an illustrative amount that represents the cost of providing a $1.50/watt 
(AC) up-front incentive to approximately 50,000 new 4 kW (AC) PG&E CARE installations per year. With 
approximately 1 million legacy NEM customers, the annual cost per customer would be $75/12, or $6.25 
per month. 
95 See “Results Dashboard” tab, Allocation of Buydown Incentive options. Although the RIM results are 
not changed as a result of allocating MTC costs to legacy NEM customers, the impact on non-
participants is reduced.  
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5. Paired Storage rate and dispatch obligations 1 

TURN proposes that customers with paired storage be placed on a future rate tariff with 2 

additional time of use (TOU) granularity and TOU price signals that are better aligned with grid 3 

conditions to support optimal dispatch that benefits the grid and all customers. This tariff could 4 

also include conditions for IOU dispatch of customer-sited storage during critical events.  More 5 

granular energy price signals will incentivize optimal storage dispatch to support broader grid 6 

needs, support GHG reductions, and provide appropriate compensation for performance during 7 

peak periods. 8 

 9 

TURN does not believe that the successor tariff should be designed to provide a specific 10 

payback period for paired storage systems or that the MTC should be designed to provide 11 

additional up-front incentives for storage adoption. The Commission has already authorized 12 

rebates through 2024 for BTM energy storage deployment by residential customers that covers 13 

25% of the average system cost for a non-CARE customer, 85% of the average cost for a low-14 

income customer meeting certain criteria, and 100% of the average cost for low-income and 15 

medical baseline customers that face high fire risks.96 In light of these incentives, there is no 16 

need to at this time to provide incremental MTC funding to support penetration of paired 17 

storage. 18 

 19 

TURN recognizes that NEM customers will increasingly adopt paired energy storage as part of 20 

BTM installations. Although the economics of paired storage are not currently compelling for 21 

residential customers due to high installation costs, likely reductions in equipment costs in the 22 

coming years could change the overall value proposition. In the near-term, residential storage 23 

installations are likely to be justified by concerns over resiliency and the ability to remain 24 

energized during short-term unplanned outages, during intentional multi-day utility shutoffs 25 

triggered by imminent wildfire risks, and in the event of natural disasters. The value of 26 

resiliency may be sufficient to motivate customers to invest in paired storage even when the 27 

 
96 D.20-01-021 
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system is not expected to yield sufficient bill savings to justify the initial investment.  Customers 1 

today can install stand-alone storage installations that are not paired with a renewable 2 

generator. 3 

 4 

TURN also proposes requiring any paired storage unit participating in the successor tariff to 5 

discharge during certain extreme system stress and emergency conditions in support of overall 6 

grid needs. In order to accommodate this requirement, paired storage should have the 7 

capability to respond to remote dispatch instructions from a third-party aggregator, the IOU or 8 

a CCA/DA provider, or the California Independent System Operator.97 This capability should be 9 

used to require dispatch to a pre-determined minimum capacity level during a Stage 2 10 

emergency or during extreme summer net peaks when CAISO has identified concerns about 11 

generation insufficiency.98 Participants should be compensated for this dispatch based on 12 

market prices in the relevant hours. The obligation to accept remote dispatch and to discharge 13 

under these conditions is intended to address the countervailing motivation of customers to 14 

resist discharging if there is a known risk of an extreme weather event or widespread outage.99 15 

Requiring that such systems operate in a manner consistent (and not at odds) with grid needs 16 

during severe conditions should be a condition precedent to eligibility for successor tariff 17 

participation for paired storage resources. 18 

B. Timeline and Process for Implementation 19 

Both the November 19, 2020 Scoping Memo and the January 28, 2021 ALJ Ruling request that 20 

parties submitting successor tariff proposals identify their implementation plans and expected 21 

 
97 Issues relating to the technical ability of storage to export are outside the scope of TURN’s proposal 
and should be addressed elsewhere. 
98 The CAISO defines a stage 2 emergency notification as a situation where “The ISO has taken all 
mitigating actions and is no longer able to provide its expected energy requirements. Requires ISO 
intervention in the market, such as ordering power plants online.” 
(https://www.caiso.com/documents/systemalertswarningsandemergenciesfactsheet.pdf) 
99 For example, Tesla Powerwall systems have a “storm mode” that, when a severe weather event is 
approaching, automatically charges the battery to its maximum capacity and holds that state of charge 
until the event is over. (https://www.tesla.com/support/energy/powerwall/mobile-app/additional-
modes) 
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timelines.100 If the Commission adopts TURN’s successor tariff, or a modified version thereof, 1 

there would need to be a formal implementation phase to resolve several remaining issues. 2 

Depending upon whether the Commission adopts TURN’s proposal in whole, or in part, the 3 

following issues would need to be resolved in a second phase of this proceeding: 4 

 5 

• Approval of inputs to methodology for calculating and updating the Market Transition 6 

Credit based on a defined target payback period. Relevant inputs include assumed 7 

installed generation cost, forecasted bill savings, discount rate, and other key variables. 8 

 9 

• Clarifications to the methodology for calculating Nonbypassable, Unavoidable and 10 

Shared costs to be collected from NEM customers for self-consumption quantities.101 11 

 12 

• Rules governing the calculation of estimated production from BTM generation for 13 

purposes of calculating self-consumption quantities assessed NUS costs. 14 

 15 

• Approval of cost recovery for MTC costs and consideration of non-rate options for 16 

financing MTC incentives over time. 17 

 18 

• Approval of export credit methodology that relies on ACC values and CAISO day-ahead 19 

hourly market prices. 20 

 21 

• Establishment of technical requirements for paired storage units to dispatch in 22 

response to system emergencies and severe stress conditions. 23 

 24 

If the Commission provides clear and decisive guidance through a final decision in this phase, 25 

these open issues could be primarily resolved through a collaborative process that involves 26 

 
100 ALJ January 28 Ruling, Instruction #4; Joint Assigned Commissioner Scoping Memo and Administrative 
Law Judge Ruling Directing Comment on Proposed Guiding Principles, November 19, 2020, pages 2-3 
101 These clarifications would be necessary if the Commission finds that some, but not all, portions of 
transmission and distribution costs should be assigned to self-consumption quantities. 
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working groups.102 These working groups would be composed of key stakeholders and produce 1 

a report that addresses recommended implementation details. This report would be subject to 2 

comment by all parties. Following comments, the Commission would issue a Decision resolving 3 

all remaining issues.  4 

 5 

A possible timeline for this process is as follows: 6 

        7 

 Working group discussions    + 60-90 days 8 

 Working group report produced   + 30 days 9 

 Opening/reply comments on working group report + 30 days  10 

 Proposed decision      + 60 days 11 

 Final Commission decision    + 30 days 12 

  13 

Total time for resolution    + 210-240 days 14 

 15 

This timeline assumes that the Commission adopts TURN’s proposal without major 16 

modifications that require additional fact-finding or litigation relating to threshold tariff design 17 

issues. It is not possible to provide a schedule of subsequent implementation activities if the 18 

Commission adopts a hybrid of multiple tariff proposals, requires additional work on the 19 

development of methodologies relating to NUS costs or Export Credits, or seeks to incorporate 20 

other tariff elements that are not fully fleshed out.  21 

  22 

 
102 If the Commission declines to provide clear guidance, and instead leaves disputed factual or policy 
issues unresolved, a second phase may require more formal process to develop an evidentiary record. 
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VI. TURN COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS  1 

A.  Assumptions Used in Producing TURN’s Cost Effectiveness Results Scenarios 2 

TURN utilized the following assumptions in producing its cost-effectiveness results: 3 

 4 

• As directed by the April 8th ruling, TURN’s analysis uses the 2021 draft Avoided Cost 5 

Calculator (ACC) Electric Model v1a values for purposes of modeling cost-effectiveness 6 

of various tariffs.  7 

 8 

• Coastal and Inland climate zones for PG&E are CZ5 (Zone T - San Luis Obispo) and CZ11 9 

(Zone S - Chico), for SCE CZ6 (Oxnard) and CZ10 (San Bernardino), and for SDG&E CZ7 10 

(Carlsbad) and CZ10 (San Diego), respectively.   11 

 12 

• There is no transition period and the modeled ST is assumed to begin in 2023. 13 

 14 

• TURN’s Proposal assumes a 0.7% degradation rate.103 15 

 16 

• Retail rates are escalated per the February 2021 CPUC Rates En Banc Whitepaper 17 

values: 3.7% for PG&E, 3.5% for SCE, and 4.7% for SDG&E.104 18 

 19 

• Estimated generation is assumed identical to metered output. 20 

 21 

• An upfront customer-borne $900 second meter cost or a customer-borne $100 upfront 22 

cost for estimating generation. Ongoing customer-borne billing costs in the estimated 23 

generation scenario are assumed to be $50 per year, escalated at retail rate escalation.   24 

 25 

 
103 Q1 2020 NREL Cost Benchmark study 
104 En Banc Whitepaper, page 8 
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• $200 per kW SGIP value is available in 2023 and no equity adder is available.105 1 

 2 

• E3’s study ILR (1.25) and nominal prices for Solar PV Systems ($2,553 in 2022, $2,440 in 3 

2023, $2,320 in 2024, $2,195 in 2025). 4 

 5 

• For storage systems, $800 per kWh for storage.  6 

 7 

• Customer generation profiles for one inland and one coastal location were sourced from 8 

the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) PVWatts tool for each utility. TURN 9 

modeled a 1 kW-dc rooftop system with the following assumptions: standard module 10 

type, 20-degree tilt and 180-degree azimuth, 14% system losses, 1.25 DC to AC ratio, 11 

96% inverter efficiency, 0.4 ground coverage ratio. Generation profiles were adjusted to 12 

reflect daylight savings.  13 

 14 

• E3’s annual operations & maintenance costs.  15 

 16 

• Incremental interconnection fees of $145.00 for PG&E, $75.00 for SCE, and $132.00 for 17 

SDG&E.106 Utility-borne interconnection costs of $449.57, $94.37, and $145.05 for solar 18 

PV, respectively, and $1,056.00, $121.38 and $203.95 for paired storage, respectively.107   19 

 20 

• TURN does not present Multi-family scenarios.   21 

 22 

• For leased system scenarios, both CARE and non-CARE customers are assumed to lease 23 

systems with a 60% equity share, a 7.4% cost of debt and a 9.6% nominal cost of 24 

equity.108 The federal and state income tax rates for leased systems are assumed to be 25 

21% and 8.8%, respectively.  5-yr MACRS depreciation is incorporated in leased system 26 

 
105 E3 report, page 14 
106 See E3 Residential Bill Model 05-28-2021, Interconnection Cost tab 
107 Lookback Study, page 77 
108 NREL.U.S. Solar Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2018, page 28 
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costs and debt interest is assumed to be tax deductible.  The resulting weighted average 1 

cost of capital is 7.88%. 2 

 3 

• For upfront purchase scenarios, CARE customers were assumed to finance systems with 4 

a 24.2% equity share, a 4% cost of debt and an 8.8% nominal cost of equity.109 Debt 5 

interest is not assumed to be tax deductible. Non-CARE customers are assumed to 6 

finance systems with 100% debt carrying a 4% interest rate. Debt interest for Non-CARE 7 

customers is assumed to be tax deductible. The resulting Weighted Average Cost of 8 

Capital (WACC) for non-CARE customers is 2.76% and for CARE customers is 5.16%.   9 

 10 

• Federal and state income tax rate assumptions for the upfront purchase scenario are 11 

24% and 9.3% for non-CARE customers, and 12% and 6% for CARE customers, 12 

respectively.  ITC is assumed to be 26% in 2022 and 22% in 2023 through 2025. 13 

 14 

• The PCIA charge is treated as a Nonbypassable Charge (NBC) with generation rates 15 

reduced commensurately. 16 

 17 

• TURN’s modeling calculates exports based on generation minus load in each month-18 

hour on weekdays and weekends.   19 

 20 

• A $/kWh self-consumption NUS charge is applied. Current tariff values for the NUS and 21 

NBC components are listed in the table in Section V(A)(3). 22 

 23 

• Net Energy Billing (NEB) Successor Tariff structure with exports compensated per annual 24 

hourly AC values. 25 

 26 

 
109 NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory). 2020. 2020 Annual Technology Baseline. Golden, CO: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, WACC Calc tab, Residential PV 
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• The Buydown Incentive calculation employs the applicable participant WACC. 1 

 2 

• 100% of the Buydown Incentive is included in RIM. 3 

 4 

• If the customer load shape is flagged as “EV”, the Extant rate structure is assumed to 5 

have no baseline.  Otherwise, a baseline structure is assumed. 6 

 7 

B. Differences Between TURN Results and E3 Results 8 

TURN provides results from its model for the representative SCE CARE and Non-CARE 9 

customers modeled by E3. Note that this comparison was produced using data and results from 10 

the May 28, 2021 report.110 Overall, the results are similar. With the assumptions analyzed, for 11 

both CARE and Non-CARE customers, the TRC ranges from 0.44 to 0.58, indicating that the 12 

program is not expected to be beneficial to the utility and its ratepayers on a total resource cost 13 

basis. For CARE customers the PCT is over 1.0, indicating that participation is expected to be 14 

economic from the participant perspective. For Non-CARE customers the PCT is less than 1.0, 15 

indicating that, without an incentive, participation is not expected to be economic. RIM results 16 

are less than 1.0 for both CARE and Non-CARE customers, indicating that a cost shift is 17 

expected. The cost shift is present even for Non-CARE customers who are not assumed to 18 

receive an incentive. 19 

 20 

Both the E3 results and TURN results assume (1) an input incentive of $1605 per kW-ac for 21 

CARE customers and zero for Non-CARE customers, (2) the PCIA is not included in NBCs, (3) a 22 

pre-adoption baseline tariff structure and a ST with no baseline, (4) a 7.68% discount rate, and 23 

(5) an upfront purchase scenario. Key differences in assumptions include (1) E3 assumes the 24 

MTC is applied to kW-dc, yielding a higher payback and a higher year-1 cost shift, (2) E3 did not 25 

include the costs of estimating output, (3) in the PCT E3 treats ITC as a negative cost, whereas 26 

 
110 TURN did not have a sufficient opportunity to review the updated E3 results (released on June 15) 
prior to the submission of this direct testimony. 
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TURN treats ITC as a benefit, (4) E3 does not incorporate estimated PV panel degradation, and 1 

(5) E3 does not appear to include ongoing utility-borne NEM program costs in its results. 2 

A comparison of E3 and TURN model results with these assumptions is shown in the following 3 

table.  This comparison indicates that E3’s and TURN’s approaches produce similar results.   4 

 5 

Comparison of E3 and TURN results for TURN successor tariff proposal 
Metric E3 TURN 
 E3 SCE CARE E3 SCE Non-CARE E3 SCE CARE E3 SCE Non-CARE 
PCT  1.22   0.58  1.13   0.72 
RIM  0.47   0.98  0.44  0.72  
TRC  0.58   0.58   0.44  0.48  
PAC Did not calculate Did not calculate 0.53  1.50  
E3 Payback ($) 5.9 21.2 12.3 24.0 
Year 1 Cost Shift 
($) 

$635 $20 $498 $3 

Full Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Did not calculate Did not calculate 11 Over 20 years 

IRR (%) Did not calculate Did not calculate 8% 0.6% 
 6 

In order to produce cost test results that more accurately reflect TURN’s successor tariff 7 

proposal, several assumptions must be modified from those described above. Under TURN’s 8 

proposal, the PCIA is included in the NUS charge, the participant discount rate and the discount 9 

rate used to calculate the MTC incentive are set equal to customer WACC, and the MTC 10 

incentive is calculated versus input. The incentive for the E3 SCE CARE customer with these 11 

assumptions rises to $2,164 per kW-ac. Cost test results under these assumptions are provided 12 

in the table below. With these assumptions, the CARE customer PCT remains above 1.0, the E3 13 

payback metric improves to 8.6 years and the full discounted payback metric improves to 10 14 

years. This indicates the benefit of TURN’s MTC Incentive proposal to adjust for factors such as 15 

changes in ACC values and treatment of NUS charge components. The Non-CARE customer’s 16 

PCT, E3 Payback, IRR and first year cost shift deteriorate due to imposition of the PCIA as a NUS 17 

cost. 18 

  19 
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Cost Effectiveness Results per TURN Successor Tariff Proposal Assumptions  
Metric E3 SCE CARE customer E3 SCE Non-CARE customer 
PCT 1.14 0.55 
RIM 0.41 0.85 
TRC 0.44 0.48 
PAC 0.43 1.50 
E3 Payback (years) 8.6 31.6 
Year 1 Cost Shift ($) $630 -$85 
Full Discounted Payback (years) 10 Over 20 years 
IRR (%) 15.4% -2% 

 1 

C. TURN Cost Effectiveness Results 2 

Cost effectiveness results were produced for TURN’s ST Proposal for all customer load profiles 3 

for 8 scenarios that vary based on whether the ST structure includes a baseline, whether 4 

equipment is financed via an upfront purchase or a lease, and whether a MTC incentive is 5 

included. The scenarios all assume that the NEM-eligible generator is solar PV, the generator is 6 

sized to 100% of first-year load, a 2023 installation year, and that the PCIA charge is included in 7 

the NUS charge. Prior to adoption of a NEM-eligible generator, customer load shapes indicating 8 

the presence of an Electric Vehicle (EV) are assumed to take service on a non-baseline rate 9 

structure, and that those indicating “No EV’ are assumed to take service on a rate structure 10 

with a baseline.    11 

 12 

As discussed above, the lease scenario assumes a WACC of 7.88%, and the upfront purchase 13 

scenario assumes WACC values of 2.76% and 5.16% for Non-CARE and CARE customers, 14 

respectively. These WACC figures set the participant discount rate used to calculate the PCT for 15 

the relevant customer and are also used in calculation of the MTC incentive.  In this way, the 16 

PCT and MTC incentive results incorporate a range of potential participating customer 17 

perceptions of future benefits and costs.   18 

  19 
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Total Resource Cost (TRC) test results 1 

The table below displays average TRC results by utility and customer type (CARE/Non-CARE) for 2 

an upfront purchase scenario. These results indicate that the NEM 3.0 program is not expected 3 

to be beneficial to the utility and its ratepayers on a total resource cost basis. The results also 4 

indicate that under the upfront purchase scenario, CARE customer results are modestly lower 5 

than non-CARE results. This is due to the higher finance costs assumed for CARE in the upfront 6 

purchase scenario.   7 

 8 
TURN Successor Tariff Proposal – TRC Results 

Customer Type Finance Method PG&E SCE SDG&E 

CARE  Upfront Purchase 0.48 0.51 0.45 

Non-CARE Upfront Purchase 0.52 0.56 0.49 

CARE  Lease 0.38 0.43 0.36 

Non-CARE Lease 0.38 0.43 0.36 
 9 

Program Administrator Cost (PAC) test results 10 

The average PAC results by utility are displayed in the table below. An individual customer’s 11 

PAC result is influenced by the customer’s annual load and the magnitude of results below is 12 

driven mainly by the annual usage of customers for each utility’s customer load profiles and to 13 

a lesser extent by each utility’s program administration costs. The result over all participating 14 

customers would need to be evaluated to ensure the program is expected to be economic, over 15 

all customers, from a PAC perspective. These results assume no MTC incentive is offered to 16 

CARE and Non-CARE customers. 17 

 18 

TURN Successor Tariff Proposal – PAC Results 
Result Type PG&E SCE SDG&E 
CARE 6.17 1.72 3.86 

Non-CARE 10.43 1.93 3.80 
 19 
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1. TURN Proposal Results – No MTC Incentive 1 

The remaining cost effectiveness tests (PCT and RIM), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and first 2 

year cost shift results for TURN’s proposal, prior to including any MTC incentive, are presented 3 

in this section.  4 

 5 

Participant Cost Test (PCT) Results 6 

The table below summarizes PCT results for Non-CARE customers. Scenario No. 1 customers are 7 

those who own an EV and are assumed to take service on a rate structure without a baseline 8 

both prior to and after adopting behind-the-meter generation. Scenario No. 2 customers are 9 

those who do not own an EV and are assumed to take service on a rate structure with a 10 

baseline both prior to and after adopting behind-the-meter generation.   11 

 12 
TURN PROPOSAL PCT RESULTS  

NON-CARE CUSTOMER – NO MTC INCENTIVE 
Scenario EV Baseline  Finance PG&E SCE SDG&E 
1 Yes No Upfront 0.64 to 0.77 0.63 to 0.72 0.65 to 0.76 
2 No Yes Upfront 0.51 to 1.01 0.27 to 0.70 0.25 to 0.74 
1 Yes No Lease 0.52 to 0.63 0.52 to 0.59 0.53 to 0.61 
2 No Yes Lease 0.44 to 0.81 0.26 to 0.57 0.24 to 0.60 

 13 

The Non-CARE customer results show that generally, in absence of a MTC incentive, TURN’s 14 

Successor Tariff proposal is not expected to be economic for the participant. The table indicates 15 

that the low range of the “no baseline” scenarios is higher than the high ranges of the “with 16 

baseline” scenarios. This result is logical because the lower range customers are small 17 

customers with a larger proportion of Tier 1 usage. The results also indicate that the upfront 18 

purchase results are higher than the lease results. This result is logical because the participant 19 

discount rate is higher in the lease scenario. The PG&E customers with PCT results above 1.0 20 

are large, non-CARE coastal customers with no EV. For these customers, a large portion of their 21 

load receives the above-baseline charge, and TURN’s proposed Successor Tariff is projected to 22 

be economic without a MTC incentive. 23 

 24 
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PCT results for CARE customers are summarized in the table below. The CARE customer results 1 

are similar in magnitude to the non-CARE customer results and are generally lower due to the 2 

CARE rate discount. The results show that in absence of a MTC incentive, TURN’s Successor 3 

Tariff proposal is not expected to be economic for participating customers.   4 

 5 
TURN PROPOSAL PCT RESULTS 

CARE CUSTOMER – NO MTC INCENTIVE 
Scenario EV Baseline  Finance PG&E SCE SDG&E 
1 Yes No Upfront No data111 0.54 to 0.63 0.54 to 0.63 
2 No Yes Upfront 0.68 to  0.77 0.30 to 0.60 0.27 to 0.62 
1 Yes No Lease No data 0.46 to 0.53 0.45 to 0.53 
2 No Yes Lease 0.57 to 0.64 0.27 to 0.51 0.25 to 0.52 

 6 

Payback and First Year Cost Shift Results  7 

Average payback results for the TURN Proposal for CARE and Non-CARE customers, by IOU, are 8 

displayed in the table below. For an investment to be economic, the discounted payback period 9 

should be equal to or less than the economic life of the asset. This outcome would ensure that 10 

after incorporating the participating customer’s perception of future benefits and costs, the 11 

NPV of the investment is not negative.  Assuming an asset life of 20 years, reflecting the 12 

expected term of the ST, the payback results are aligned with PCT results in that absent a MTC 13 

incentive, only select PG&E load profiles result in discounted payback results less than 20 years.     14 

 15 

Payback results indicate that the E3 and Simple Payback metrics result in the widest range of 16 

results. This is a logical outcome because the year one bill savings does not incorporate retail 17 

rate escalation beyond the first year of operations.  18 

  19 

 
111 PG&E supplied 4 CARE customer load profiles that were not differentiated regarding EV status.  The 
results assume that these customers do not carry out EV charging at home. 
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TURN SUCCESSOR TARIFF PROPOSAL (NO MTC) 
PAYBACK PERIODS, IRRs AND FIRST YEAR COST SHIFTS 

 PG&E SCE SDG&E 
 CARE Non-CARE CARE Non-CARE CARE Non-CARE 
Simple Payback (years) 20 20 36 33 38 35 
E3 Payback (years) 22 21 39 36 41 38 
Escalated Simple 
Payback (years) 

18 17 Over 20 20 Over 20 19 

Simple Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 

Full Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 Over 20 

First Year Cost Shift ($) $80 $280 $(132) $(93) $(54) $7 
IRR (%) 1% 2% -3% -2% -3% -2% 

 1 

In the chart above, the difference in outcomes between the E3 Payback metric and the Simple 2 

Payback metric is due to the addition of O&M costs in upfront costs in the E3 value. The 3 

escalated Simple Payback is lower than the Simple and E3 Payback metrics due to the impact of 4 

retail rate escalation.   5 

 6 

A negative first year cost shift outcome means that the generation-weighted avoided costs are 7 

greater than the bill savings. There are several reasons why this outcome may occur.  As an 8 

example, for the SCE CARE, Small, Coastal, Dual Fuel, No EV customer, after subtracting the 9 

PCIA from generation rates per the TURN ST Proposal, the average avoided self-consumption 10 

generation rate in the first year is projected to be 4.6 cents per kWh, however 2023 generation-11 

weighted avoided costs are 6.3 cents per kWh. Additionally, the successor tariff baseline credit 12 

is assumed to apply to consumption only.  13 

 14 

CARE and Non-CARE Customer RIM Results 15 

The ranges of RIM results for the TURN ST Proposal are presented in the table below. A RIM 16 

test result above 1.0 indicates that the program will lower rates and bills and will not lead to a 17 

cost shift from participants to non-participants. RIM results do not differ across financing types 18 
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for a given baseline scenario. This outcome is logical because the cost of equipment and the 1 

participant’s discount rate are not factored into the RIM Test. 2 

 3 

The Scenario No. 2 customers with high RIM scores are small customers with no EV. Scenario 4 

No. 1 customers with high RIM scores are CARE customers with EVs. These are logical outcomes 5 

because of the lower bill savings for these customers. The lowest results are for PG&E large 6 

customers with no EV. These customers have a large proportion of usage billed at the Tier 2 7 

baseline rate. 8 

 9 

The RIM results indicate that TURN’s proposal is not able to prevent cost shifts across all 10 

customer load profiles analyzed. The RIM test is driven by avoided costs and avoided bills. As 11 

demonstrated below, employing the 2021 ACC produces lower RIM results than those 12 

produced using the 2020 ACC. Unless ST compensation can be more closely tied to avoided 13 

costs, it is unlikely that RIM scores close to 1.0 can be achieved for all customers. 14 

 15 
TURN PROPOSAL CARE AND NON-CARE CUSTOMER RIM RESULTS PRIOR TO MTC 

Scenario EV Baseline  Finance PG&E SCE SDG&E 
1 Yes No Upfront 0.79 to 0.83 0.69 to 1.17 0.83 to 1.05 
2 No Yes Upfront 0.57 to 1.03 0.85 to 1.22 0.87 to 1.81 
1 Yes No Lease 0.79 to 0.83 0.69 to 1.17 0.83 to 1.05 
2 No Yes Lease 0.57 to 1.03 0.85 to 1.22 0.87 to 1.81 

 16 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Results 17 

Average IRR results for CARE and non-CARE customers, by IOU, are presented in the table 18 

below. The average IRR results range from -3% to 2%. If the IRR is equal to or greater than the 19 

investor’s opportunity cost of capital, the investment is economic. Examination of the IRR 20 

results indicates that some large Non-CARE PG&E customers with no EVs have IRRs that exceed 21 

the upfront purchase non-CARE participant WACC of 2.76%.  For these customers, adoption is 22 

expected to be economic with no MTC incentive. 23 

  24 
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TURN PROPOSAL IRR RESULTS (NO MTC) 
 PG&E SCE SDG&E 
 CARE Non-CARE CARE Non-CARE CARE Non-CARE 
IRR (%) 1% 2% -3% -2% -3% -2% 

 1 

Modified NUS charge results (excluding Transmission) 2 

TURN’s ST Proposal classifies all non-generation costs, including the PCIA, as NUS costs (the 3 

“Full NUS” scenario). If the Commission desires, a modified version of TURN’s approach can be 4 

adopted that limits NUS costs to a subset of these cost categories (“Partial NUS” scenario). The 5 

table below displays CARE and Non-CARE results for the E3 SCE customer. The “Partial NUS” 6 

results assume that transmission costs are excluded from the NUS. The illustrative NUS charge 7 

results are included in the table below for the representative SCE customer modeled by E3.  8 
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 TURN Proposal  
Full NUS Results 

MTC for CARE Customers 

TURN Proposal 
Partial NUS Results 

MTC for CARE Customers 
Metric E3 SCE Non-CARE E3 SCE CARE E3 SCE Non-CARE E3 SCE CARE 
PCT 0.55 1.14 0.67 1.17 
RIM 0.85 0.41 0.74 0.40 

TRC 0.48 0.44 0.48 0.44 

PAC 1.50 0.43 1.5 0.45 

E3 Payback (years) 31.6 8.6 25.7 8.7 

Year 1 Cost Shift ($) -$85 $630 -$12 $635 

Full Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Over 20 years 10 Over 20 years 10 

IRR (%) -2% 15.4% 0.2% 14.9% 

NUS Charge 
($/month) 

$43.82 $28.19 $37.71 $23.81 

 1 
For the CARE customer, under a partial NUS the MTC incentive decreases to $2,029 per kW-ac 2 

due to the lower NUS charge. The IRR declines due to this change in payback timing but remains 3 

over double this customer’s assumed WACC. 4 

 5 

It is clear that the approach of reducing the NUS charge makes it possible to achieve PCT and 6 

RIM scores that are equal.  While this approach would still yield RIM scores of less than 1.0, the 7 

Commission may find this tradeoff acceptable because if the RIM and PCT scores were equal, 8 

participating Non-CARE customers would equally contribute to reducing the cost shift through 9 

reduced compensation.   10 

 11 

2020 ACC versus 2021 ACC Avoided Costs 12 

The impact of using the 2020 ACC versus the 2021 ACC avoided costs is highlighted in the table 13 

below for the E3 SCE representative CARE and Non-CARE customers. With the 2020 ACC, Non-14 

CARE customers achieved PCT, RIM and TRC ratios of close to 1.0, successfully balancing the 15 

SPM cost test objectives. These ratios fall to 0.55, 0.85, and 0.48, respectively, using the 2021 16 

ACC values. A similar relationship is shown for CARE customers except that the PCT and the RIM 17 

results are lower due to the impact of the MTC incentive. With 2020 ACC values, the SCE CARE 18 
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MTC Incentive is $1,613 per kW-ac. These results indicate that the 2021 ACC will make it more 1 

difficult for participants to achieve cost effective economics with no MTC incentive. The results 2 

also indicate that a MTC incentive that is funded by ratepayers will reduce the RIM outcome. 3 

 4 
 TURN Proposal with 2020 ACC 

MTC for CARE customers 
TURN Proposal with 2021 ACC 

MTC for CARE customers 
Metric E3 SCE Non-CARE E3 SCE CARE E3 SCE Non-CARE E3 SCE CARE 
PCT 0.94 1.32 0.55 1.14 
RIM 1.15 0.75 0.85 0.41 
TRC 1.06 0.99 0.48 0.44 
PAC 3.35 1.17 1.50 0.43 
E3 Payback 
(years) 

26 12.4 31.6 8.6 

Year 1 Cost Shift 
($) 

-$107 $416 -$85 $630 

Full Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Over 20 years 10 Over 20 years 10 

IRR (years) 4.2% 14.3% -2% 15.4% 

2. Results – CARE Customer MTC Incentive 5 

TURN’s model calculates the MTC incentive to achieve a 1.0 Discounted Payback in year 10 for 6 

each CARE customer. TURN proposes that only CARE customers are eligible to receive a 7 

ratepayer-funded MTC incentive. The range of calculated CARE customer MTC incentives is 8 

presented in the table below for each utility. Average MTC incentive results range from $1,737 9 

per kW-ac for PG&E to $2,319 per kW-ac for SDG&E. If the Commission elects to use an average 10 

value, higher discounted paybacks will result for some customers and lower discounted 11 

paybacks for others.    12 

  13 
TURN Proposal – MTC values for CARE customers  

10 year discounted payback target 
Payback Metric PG&E SCE SDG&E 

 Avg ($/kW-ac) $1,737 $2,231 $2,319 

 Min ($/kW-ac) $1,685 $1,973 $1,972 

 Max ($/kW-ac) $1,798 $2,471 $2,671 
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 1 
The MTC required for PG&E is lower than for the other utilities because PG&E’s bill savings are 2 

higher. The SCE and SDG&E rate structures modeled have lower retail rates during solar 3 

generation hours than PG&E.   4 

 5 

SPM Cost Test Results 6 

Average SPM cost test results for CARE customers receiving individually calculated MTC 7 

incentives are presented below. Participating customers receiving the MTC achieve a PCT of 8 

over 1.0, indicating that participation is expected to be economic.  The RIM result ranges from 9 

0.40 to 0.45, indicating that costs are shifted from participants to non-participants. The TRC 10 

result is not impacted by the MTC incentive. 11 

 12 
TURN Proposal 

CARE Customer Cost Effectiveness Results (w/MTC) 
Cost Effectiveness Metric PG&E SCE SDG&E 
 PCT  1.19 1.12 1.11 

 RIM  0.40 0.45 0.42 
 TRC  0.46 0.45 0.39 
 PAC  0.55 0.48 0.42 

 13 

In a scenario where a portion of the MTC incentive is funded by Non-CARE NEM 1.0 and NEM 14 

2.0 customers, the conventional RIM results would be unchanged. If, for example, Non-CARE 15 

NEM 1.0 and NEM 2.0 customers were to fund 25% of the MTC incentive, and 100,000 CARE 16 

solar PV systems are installed annually, with about 900,000 NEM 1.0 and NEM 2.0 customers, 17 

the average monthly charge for each annual participation tranche is expected to be in the range 18 

of $26 for PG&E CARE NEM 3.0 systems, $17 for SCE CARE systems and $19 for SDG&E CARE 19 

systems. The size (kW) of participating customers and the number of participating customers 20 

will impact the level of the monthly charge.    21 

 22 

In a scenario where funding for the 25% share is located from a source external to electric 23 

rates, the estimated RIM test results will improve. An average estimated RIM test outcome in a 24 
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scenario where 25% of funds are supplied via non-rate sources is listed in the table below for 1 

each utility.   2 

 3 
TURN Proposal – CARE Customer Cost Effectiveness Results 

25% of MTC from Non-Rate Sources 
Cost Effectiveness Metric PG&E SCE SDG&E 
 RIM – base case 0.40 0.45 0.42 
 RIM – 25% external 0.48 0.52 0.52 
RIM improvement –  
25% external funding  0.08 0.07 0.10 

 4 

In a scenario where 75% of MTC funding is located from a source external to electric rates, the 5 

estimated RIM test results improve dramatically. An average estimated RIM test outcome in a 6 

scenario where 75% of funds are supplied via non-rate sources is listed in the table below for 7 

each utility. The improvement in the RIM result ranges from 0.30 to almost 0.70, and the RIM 8 

exceeds 1.0 for SDG&E. 9 

 10 

TURN Proposal – CARE Customer Cost Effectiveness Results 
75% of MTC from Non-Rate Sources 

Cost Effectiveness Metric PG&E SCE SDG&E 
 RIM – base case 0.40 0.45 0.42 
 RIM – 75% external 0.80 0.75 1.10 
RIM improvement –  
75% external funding  0.40 0.30 0.68 

 11 

Payback and IRR Results 12 

Average payback and IRR results for CARE customers under TURN’s ST Proposal are presented 13 

in the table below. The results indicate that the simple payback metric produces the shortest 14 

timeframe and that all simple payback results are 6 years or less. The full discounted payback 15 

result is 10 years across all utilities. This is achieved because the MTC incentive is set to achieve 16 

a full discounted payback at year 10. The IRR results are 15.7% to 20%. Relative to the 17 

participant cost of capital ranges of 2.76% to 7.88%, the IRR results can be viewed as 18 
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excessively lucrative, indicating that it may be reasonable to consider setting a longer full 1 

discounted payback period if the costs of the MTC prove excessive.   2 

 3 

TURN Proposal 
CARE Customer Results with MTC incentive 

Payback Metric PG&E SCE SDG&E 
Average Simple Payback (years)   6.0   5.3   5.1  
Average Escalated Simple Payback (years)   6.8   6.2   6.0  
Average Simple Discounted Payback (years)   8.6   7.9   7.7  
Average E3 Payback (years)   7.7   8.1   7.9  
Average Full Discounted Payback (years)  10.0 10.0 10.0 
Average IRR (%) 15.7% 18.5% 20.0% 

 4 

Results for NEM 2.0 are listed in the table below for the E3 CARE and Non-CARE customers. 5 

 6 
Existing NEM 2.0 Tariff Cost Effectiveness Results 

Payback Metric PG&E 
CARE 

PG&E 
Non-CARE 

SCE 
CARE 

SCE 
Non-CARE 

SDG&E 
CARE 

SDG&E 
Non-CARE 

RIM 0.18 0.12 0.32 0.23 0.19 0.12 
PCT 1.66 2.52 1.30 1.80 1.72 2.52 
TRC 0.31 0.31 0.40 0.40 0.33 0.33 
PAC 7.08 7.08 2.08 2.08 21.56 21.56 
Average Simple 
Payback (years)  

6.9 4.2 8.9 6.1 6.4 4.2 

Average Escalated 
Simple Payback (years)  

7.0 4.0 8.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 

Average Simple 
Discounted Payback 
(years)  

9.0 5.0 12.0 8.0 8.0 5.0 

Average E3 Payback 
(years)  

7.4  4.5  9.6  6.6  6.9  4.5  

Average Full 
Discounted Payback 
(years)  

9.0  6.0  13.0  8.0  9.0  6.0  

Average IRR (%) 17.1% 26.8% 12.7% 18.8% 17.9% 26.8% 
First Year Cost Shift ($) $944  $1,785  $539  $967  $971  $1,662  
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3. Battery Storage 1 

NEM-eligible Solar PV paired with battery storage has promise to improve avoided cost 2 

benefits, improve economics to participating customers, and reduce cost shifts from 3 

participants to non-participants, versus NEM-eligible standalone solar PV systems. 4 

 5 

The figure below compares 2023 average hourly avoided costs to the 20-year levelized avoided 6 

cost values, per the 2021 ACC, for SCE CZ10.112 The figure shows that in 2023, avoided costs 7 

from 10pm through 2pm are similar. The 2023-2042 levelized values indicate that avoided costs 8 

are expected to be lowest during the 7am through 2pm period. Because the cost effectiveness 9 

results incorporate avoided costs over the analysis term, it is important that the retail rate 10 

structures evaluated in the cost effectiveness tests are aligned to the system fundamentals 11 

incorporated in the 2021 ACC. Residential electric vehicle rates have historically been designed 12 

to encourage overnight charging. 13 

 14 

 15 

 
112 2021 ACC Electric Model v1a 
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SCE’s TOU D-PRIME rate structure features an on-peak period from 4pm to 9pm and a winter 1 

off-peak period from 8am to 4pm. The paired storage results for TURN’s ST Proposal for the E3 2 

SCE Non-CARE customer are presented in the table below. These results assume that the 3 

customer takes service on baseline rate structure TOU-D 4-9 pre-adoption and TOU-D-PRIME 4 

post-adoption, a 2023 installation, a 3 kW / 4 kWh storage system, a $200 per kWh SGIP 5 

storage incentive, a battery cost of $800 per kWh, a battery replacement cost equal to 30% of 6 

the upfront storage cost, and financing via an upfront purchase.   7 

 8 

The paired storage results illustrate that this technology is more economic across all of the cost 9 

tests relative to standalone solar PV. The results indicate that if the Commission desires to 10 

promote adoption of behind-the-meter NEM-eligible generation, paired storage should be 11 

preferred relative to standalone PV. These results can likely be improved with modestly more 12 

sophisticated storage dispatch, long-term electric rates that are better aligned with avoided 13 

costs, and with reductions in storage costs over time.   14 

 15 
TURN Proposal Paired Storage Results 

Metric E3 SCE Non-CARE 
Paired Storage 

E3 SCE Non-CARE 
Standalone PV 

PCT 0.75 0.55 
RIM 0.96 0.85 
TRC 0.78 0.48 
PAC 2.2 1.50 
E3 Payback (years) 28 31.6 
Year 1 Cost Shift ($) -$83 -$85 
Full Discounted 
Payback (years) 

Over 20 years Over 20 years 

IRR (%) 1.9% -2% 
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